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P R 0 C E E D I N G S
2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

4

The subject of.this .meeting is a briefing on PWR

5steam g~rier~ioi problems •.

The meeting will please come·

The Commission ha~. been receiving~

a. reports on various types. of problems with steam generators
7 and the purpose of: this meeting is to receive f ram the staff
8 a briefing on the nature .. and scope of the problems and their

9.{mplications.

I. do not know whether any of the. Commissi.oners

'10

11 have any opening remarks •.·
12

!R. DENTON:

I have with me Darrell Eisenhut, who

1,3!wil.l make about a 20-m·inute pre sen ta tion and. make 'a ·response
1~to ~our que~ti~ns~ · We al~o plan to show a videotape made by

15 the F1orida utilities out there on steam genera tor.
16. replacement.: . ·And we . also· have John Olshinsky,. who. is : the

17 deptity director of th~ Atlanta office, and he will describe
---

1a that •. ·

-----'

19 ''

·I would· li)te to start. "just by· pointing out -- ·

COMMISSIONER

. 20<.

21 I

ho~e

AHEARNE~

.Harold~

during the morning

you ·address at some point one question which came to

22 my mind.

.,
••••

_;.. ..

The reason I originally asked for·this briefi·ng

23 and. asked for· th.e: review is, iri looking back over· several

24

..

year~ of.histo~y:i~.seemed

25 .Out age time

.

·-

.·

was

related

to.

that about 25 percent of the PWR
steam .gehera tor pr.oblem's.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, ' .
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3

I recognize there ar~ a variety of reasons in your

:f

. '

'

2 paper, which lays those out.

Nevertheless, I

had a growing

3 concern that 1£ th~re ·are. that many problems .costing ·that
4

much'time, at some point_ it may transfer from being an

5 economic· problem. to a safety- problem.;·
..

.

"

It w~s not 6bvious i6 me t~at ihat is the way'at

.6

7least the industry had been looking at.it, and I

was not

a· sure t:l1at that was the way we were -looking at it.
Wtime during the· morning I

So some

hope you could addiess that

10 qu'estion •.
~R.

11

DENTON1 · I thin~ i~ _is a major industry

12 :Problem.· At least three-fourths
13

COMMISSIONER. AHEARNE: .. I

recognize i t is an

14{ndustrial problem' and I a~ i~terest~~-in th~ safety side •.
15

MR. DENTON: • I
.

.

would go beyond the 25 .. percent'.

·.

•,

16would say three-fourths of all
.;,

17 have
'

'

I

.
~f

the_PWR

st~~m.generators

.·

h·ad problems· with. the integrity. of the steam genera:tor ·
'

18t~he~.

19

So I thinkcit is a very high frac:ti6n .•
I think the main

purpos~

of our :review of

~team·

~Ogenerat~r~ o~er the· ye~rs has ~een to assure that the
.
.
.
.
.
"

21 integrity of the ·tubes were maintained.
22program

This has led to a .

inspection and replacement of steam

of-~lugging,

23 generators.•
24

We

hav~

not

focused~on· tryin~
.

to· understand the

.

25 -basics,. and we are. always. trying tci understand and review ·in

-.
.
.
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4

1 advance the basic design, but rather to approve steam
2 generators· which look. like last year's versions and had
3 fixe~.for ~he p~oblems which-6cc~rred: last· year.
4
.

'

.

I

think one of the observations abo.ut steam

'.

.

.

s·generators is· that they are such big pieces of equipment
.

'

a' that' they_ tend to be. tested in the field.

So.· 'the steam .
'

Tgen~rators going int6 service today at· Maguire; for example,

B·w-ere designed-years. ago, without the benefit·of full flow ..
9 testing,. anti" the" testing is being done on those for

1o vibration problems' occurring' in the reactors in which they

11 are installed today,. for example •.

s6 it: could become a safety problem, and i t

12

a-.,

13-certainly today is l.eading ·to. increased personnel. exposure.

...

14 rt averages" maybe 150 man-rems" just for the inspection
15-program to

kee~

tabs

~n

the integrity;

Replacement takes

·. 16 thousands of. man-rems• of exposure, and it is a continuous
17 p:co.blem.
The very latest· ste~~ ·generators continue to show

18·.

19 new and

novel· problems..

'. 20 utilities.

·21 :been·
-·

to'· carry

It takes ·a. lot:. of down time· for th·e

out these _inspections, and' our _role' has·.

fo~u~ed: ~n _pr~serving the in'tegri ty th.rough this

· 22 program of inspection, ·plugging and.replacement •

..

23 ..

Darrell, why

don~t

you respond

spe~ifically

td.the

24.C;ru_estion.
· ,· · COMMISSIONER. GI LINSKY: ·.·The. ma,tur ity ··of the tubes
·.'·.

. ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, . :
·, .·.
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5

1 is certainly an important point frpm the standpoint of
2 safety •... ·
KR. DENTON:

Yes~

and that is

·4attention on.the inspection program.

~by

We

all: of ·the

have requirements

5 for inspection and piugging- and. replacement,
and. . ' it leads to·.·
.
.
'

'

'6 personnel exposure, but. th.at is b.:isically the way we have
7 been con-trolling the integrity of the. tubes, is through·
~frequent

9 '

testin~

O~r

of the integrity.

biggest concern is not.the £ailure of one

10 isolated tube,. because the· plant ls designed for such
.-

.

.

11things, although you want the frequency load.
It would be a
.·
.
·..
. .
:
..
1Zcatastrophic-failur~ of a number of tubes that might ·lead to
'

· 13 steam binding •. ·

' 14:

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY ::

I t does· not take an·. awful ·

15 lot of them. to ·cause ·problems.
·:. MR~ DENTON:

16

I

That is i ight, if you had u.ndetected

17 degradation of .. the tubes, such as water hammer or seismic
18ev~nts

or some undetected problem·causing the tubes to·fail

19further~

·It

is ·fairly. easy.· to detect ·one tube failing_: and

. · 20 it has happened

at

several reactors. with out incident.· . But

21 our main· concern has been undetected degradati~n such as you
2~vould get ih failure of several_ tubes all at bhc~

23uriexpectedli, and compound_ possibly a steam line.break or
24 loss ·Of cooling·.···
MR~
.

EISENHUT::

Th~

program as set down. had some .

;-"
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1 rather detailed questions in it.

Those detailed questions

2 we tried to summarize in the SECY-81-664.

Ann what we tried

3 to do there, as I said before, we were putting together a
4 document ourselves summarizing the experience to date.
5 we tried to marry the two together rather than

~o

So

a separate

6 effort, .using one for the other purpose.

7

The document was sent down to you was sent down in

a:a draft form because, as you can tell, it contained an awful
9lot 0£ detailed information about

experien~e

in plants.

We

10 are circulating that through and checking with each plant
11 and being sure it is up to date and right ..
12
13 weeks.

It will be finalized over the next couple of
What I would like to do is sort of summarize in an

14 overvi.ew fashion some of the basic factors.

The details of

15 course; as I said, are in 664.
16 .

Could I

17

This is just an outline of the pieces that I

please have the first slide.

18try to be touching upon,. just going through, and I

will

will jvst

19 be working ·straight down the list.
20

To go to the next slide, this focuses on what we

21 already discussed.

From a safety standpoint, the tubes are

22the primary pressure boundary.
23have a high integrity.

They do have requirements to

The way we basically do

~hat

is the

24 tubes· originally have the high. integrity and we continue to·
25 ensure that they have adequate integrity by focusing on

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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.1 inspections, focusing on what is going on .in. the steam
2 genera tors.
3

The primers we basically. change are the frequency

4·of inspection, that is on pla.nts that had 'a lot 'of adverse
5 in~~ectton.
'. 6

And i t his.gotten.down to-the point on s6me .

pl~nts wher.e we require inspections' eve~y three or four or·

7 five months.
8

The second piece is the scope of inspection, that·
.

.

.

9 is you require .more detailed. in~pectio~s when you do . them

0

10Ultimately you end up -with eith~r pluggi~g the degraded
.

.

.

. .

.

.

'

.

11 tubes that: are above some threshold or repairing the steam

12gener~to~s~ eith~~
13·steam

bY. putting in sleeves· or replacing

_generators~

The other
;

'.

-

.

.

s~de

of that is the

occ~pational

.

)5coniiderations •. It is

.r~sulting

iri

consider~ble

down time

.

· 16 in plants.·

-·

.

'

.

The repair costs for sleeving is a consideration
You can.seethes~ ar~ a big ticket item •

17to the industry.
.

th~

.

-.

.

.

18The:replacement\of st~~m generator'costs are running up to
19 the order

o:e

20

COMMISSIO!JER- AHEARNE:.

$ 300 million for the. whole package •.
On·. the. sleeving itself,

21 does that solve. the problem?.
22
~bit.:· Yes,

MR~

EISENHUT:

We will toµch on that in a little

the sleeving that has been done and· all of the

·24cepairs.that have been:done.to date, following those we have·
25 not seen· new. problems coming. up.· ·

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC; .
400 VIRGINl.A AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, .0.C; 20024 (202) .554-2345
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1

MR. DENTON-:

I guess i t is too. early to te11 ··you

·:,

2 they are not leaking in the last exam.

...,.

·a

3

MR.

EISENHUT~

Well, as.it

· 4 Hope is not. the oldest one.

~tirns

also~

out

Sandy

The Palisades sleeves have now .

.· 5 been .. in for. three . years.
6

COMMISSrONER AHEARNE&

7 sleeving 'in

general.

I

was not talking about

I was just- talk.ing about that

8 particularly.
9

·. MR. DENTON:,,

I think re-sleeving was an attempt tc>

10 maybe have another approach rather than a replacement.
11 There have been four utilities which have announced plans to
1~repiace steam g~ne~ators and there ara probably a number of
.

.

.

. 13 others who may be .facing that choice if sleeving does n'ot ·
· 14 show promise:~

CHAIR~AN PALLADINOL

15
16dis~uss

the Palisades experience with sleeving?

MR. EISENHUT:

17

Yes•

I will just mentibn i t , apd ·

think·i~ was put in in

18basically I
'<

D~rrell, are you going to

1978 and ther~ has been·

.19 no advers'a experi·erice' since 'then •.

2o

CRAIRMAi·PALLADtNO:. Has it soived their

21 problems?··
22
~-problems.

MR. EISENHUT:. It has pretty much solved their
You will see this in

j~st

a

m~m~nt
.

when I go to
'

.

.

· 24 the 'ne:ic:t slide •..· -There have been diffe.r~nt types of pr~bi~ms
25evolved over

~he

years.

.

'

.

One problem c6mes ·up and .gets

_ ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,. ·..
. 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WAsHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554~2345 .

9

fixed, and perhaps even the fix of the first problem, that
2 is the basis of the seco~d pr~blem •
. 3.

.

~R

.: DENTON:·· ·I· think· it is really the inability of

,·

4 the industry to. test. in any way except in an operating
. 5 reactor.

They don•t have a test facility cap.able of ge'tting.

6 these kinds 'of flows ·and chemistry,. and so they build them
7 and they hope they have solved last year's problems.

And we

· 8 find new ones k.eep cropping up.
9

r·guess based on

trends~

there is no reason to

10 think i t is going away in the next few years.

It is

11 happening worl.dwide and· not just iri the· United States.
12

~R~ EISENHUT~

If I could go on to the next slide,

1athis is-just a listing of some types of degradation.
..

\

.

· 14 don't iri tend to go through these.
.

.

These· are -very

.

'

~-

.

.

.

.

15·complicated .technical subject~ wh~n you g6 into each one o~
16these. ·It is a very complicated type of ~hemistry, et
17 cetera.
18

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

And in some cases we don't

19 understand i t •.
20· ..

MR~ DENTON:

That is right, in m~ny.cases w~ don't

~1~nder~tand i t , cert~inly we the staff~
22

.!R. EISENHUT:

These ~henomenon, as Harold just

·23mentioned, have qccurred worldwide~

:9

In fact' in .a couple of

24 thes.e wastage first occurred_ in· the early 1970' s in Japan,
25 and ....tha t is where the staff first: heard of· it. ..It was

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, .·

400 VIRGINIA AV~ .•

s.w., WASHINGTON,
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·1 strictly a chemical
2

probl~m.

As a result of tha.t we changed the chemistry, and

3,some of -the change in chemistry certainly perhaps led to the
4 sev~iity of the second problem, .the second problem bein~ of

_5 course the -dentin·g phenomenon· which I' briefed the Commission_ 6 on a couple

of·

times.

It ·has a number of a'ssociated aspects

7 of i t , where they get additional corrosion of the carbon
· 8, steel su ppOr t plates.·
9

_There h3.ve been different forms.of stress

10corrosion·cracking.

It.is really _stress corrosion

cr~cking

11which occurred back.in the"late.1960's, and.in the late
12 1960 's thee!= were tighter· pH controls put on the steam
13 generators~ and that went down -the line sequentially through
14 a' number_. o.f other kinds of 'c.racking.
15

Thaf is really_coriou cracking.

There.i~

a type

16 up here,.and i t was first,~ guess, ide~tified and pinned
17 down _in

France, and i t was pinned down in the lab.

18 pure water.

It is

It turns out that in_ pure water under certain·

19 conditions; under a very tight range· of parameters you can

~Ohav~ a ~if£erent kin~ ~f ~racking.
21

So it~s'~ very complicated technical phen6m~non

· 22 that's going on -worldwi'de.

There_ has been a considerabl~ .

23 amount of· research_ in the. labs..

-

-

.

There's -been a number of

24 people that _are try{ng 'to under.stand these phenomena.

I

25 t~i~k it's fair to_say that there is-no clear ~nd~rstindin~

.. · ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC;-

400 VIRGINIA AVE., s.w.~ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345 ·.. '
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1 of all these phenomena.
2

Just going on down the list, I will focus on a

3 couple of these as we go through a little bit more.

The

4 erosion corrosion was a once-through steam genera tor problem
5 which occurred at Oconee and· it was limited to a certain
6 num her of plants.

7

Pitting, here, this kind of pitting, the main kind

8 of pitting, is a new phenomenon.

It's something that really

9 came up in 1981, earlier this year, mostly.

·When Indian

10 Point 3 was doing a hydro, they discovered a leak.

They

11 went in and started doing some looking at the steam
12 generators and found that they have problems on the cold
13 side of the steam generator..

Remember, the steam generators

14 are mostly U-tube on Westinghouse and CE.

The water goes in

15 through the loop and comes out the other side.

We call them

16the hot side and the cold side.
17

And they found a number of problems.

There's a

18 lot you may see circulating,. PN 's, et cetera, in .the last
19 few months on this problem.
20 closely.

we•re following .it very

Again, it's not completely understood, or .it's not

21 understood; drop the "completely."
22

It may be tied to some boric acid treatments that

23were there to limit denting.
24things.

It may be tied to a number of

There's very complicated chemistry phenomena and

25 the industry is working on it.

They are doin9 some

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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--

1 additional in~~e~tions.

They had done~ 100 percent

· 2 inspection of the cold -side and they will continue.

think

I

· 3 it's about three. or four months. we 're requiring: another

-4-inspection at Indian-Point 3.
- -. The- solution at_ this _point really is speculation •.

. 5_

6_That's- my• opinion.
The last problem on there was a- vibration problem

7

&or vibration

problems~

It was called vibration wear.

aHistorically, at plants like Sari Onofre there had been
10vibration i~ the upper parts of the bundles that led to
_11 problems •.

There has beeti another form -Of a problem which

12 I'll mention, which the PN actually came out a couple of
13~days ago, and that ·is some data from Three Mile Island 1.

Lefis see~ do we have ·a Three-Hile Island slide

14-_

15 just- summarizing the results?
16·17

Why don't you

skip-~he

figure-and go on to the.

Th~ee ·Mi.le Island slide. if you would, please~ -

18

Very recently, Three Mile Island 1 was doing some

- 19-inspect~ons ·at· their piant an-d they have identified· 86
20leaki~~ tubes _in steam generator A arid ~bout-38 in steam

21 generator B·~:
22weeks.

This has all happened in -the 1as:t couple of

They expect to begin.eddy current testing a -couple

_._ 23 of days from now.

---

-

'24

.

..

. COMMISSIO.ER ROBERTS:

Excuse me. 86 out cf

ho~

- . 25_ many?.

- - <ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,:- ·

_400 VIRGINIA AVE.~

s.w., WASHINGTON, D.C; 20024 (202)

554-2345

13·

MR~

2

e.

15~-0no

EISENHUT:· ·There are a couple of thousand.

per steam generator.

I'm .sorry.

There's 15,000

3 steam generators on B&W •s and there's a ·.couple thousand on
··4,the U types.
5· .

I•·

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:

How did ~hey find these?
.

6 How did

.

they _ltnow there· were· 86 · specificaily. there? ·

7

MR. EISENHUT:

8 This just

happened~-

Does someone know the detail.s?

I'm not· sure we really .know.

The

.9 information came in by a phone call and PN in the last

10 ·two· days. ago, I
11

believe •
you

. And the utility is

~an

go in and there are ..

12 several. ways you. can do. i t •.

MR. DENTON:

.· 13.
14,testirig.

I

I think they did. it in helium

really don't know the answer, but a typical way

15 to do this would be helium sniffing.
COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: . Irr other words, th'ey could

16 .

· 17te11

wheth~r

they were leaking.· But to

g~t

some number such

18 as 86 --

MR. EISENHUT:·

Ye~,

~hey hav~

to either look at

. 20 the. tubes on the bottom, either from leaking of .water, water,
~level~, 6r helium sniffi~g~·

COMMISSIONER RO_BERTS:. Well, it•s no.t that

22·
· .· 23 imp9rtan.t •
·,

,··

24

. MR.· DENTO.N:

Idon't think· we have.·anyone that's.

25right up to· speed on that·he.re.

·-e.·
. ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC;
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MR~

EISENHUT:

The steam-generators have been in a

2 layup condition for some time and in the past when you lay
3up steam generators, when yo~go to. r~start them yoµ fihd
4 problems •.

It's .fair.to say that we're looking at. this. very

·5 closely~ . An(t they now have them part1all:y drained ·and have
6 them under a nitrogen blanket •..
7

This is clearly the most extensive problem tied to

8 layup of steam generators, if in. fact that• s

wha.t i t is. ·

9 B·ut the inspections are due to begin next week.

I only

10 again mention i t because there was a press announcement

out~

1t I think yesterday,
atid there is a. PN out two days ago.
I
12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

Of course, they've been

· 13 laid up· about. as long as any others,· haven• t they?

14

·MR •. EISEN HUT':

They've been laid.·· up longer than·

15 any other plant has been laid up •.
' ,16

17

·COMMISSIONE~ .AdEARNE:
~R.

EISENHUT:

Yes~

Could I go to the next slide, which

fa is the. slide on the plants, the extent of the problem·.

Move

19 i t over to· the other side so· you can· see the Westinghouse ·
· 20 .line.
21

·Can you move. it a little. bit. further?
·This slide just srimm~rizes three of the tables put

22of the .SECY document we sent down, and we just
23 the plants.

~dded

·across

There are. 32 plants with steam genera tors .that

24 are Westingh~use .designed, et cetera, down the· page.

About

·2522:out·of 32, .7 out. of 8, 8 out c:f':8,.have exhibited som·e.·

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC;
, 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S,W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 form of problem-.
2

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

These are just the U.S.

3 plants?
MR. EISENHUT:

These ,are just· the U.S. plants.

5~here is a table in the SECY docume~~ ~hat also summarizes
. .

.

.

6foreig~ plints and foreigi experience.

?·that

~ata

We have-~ since

quite often runs old perhaps by a year or two, we

8 a re undertaking to send that summary to· those foreign

9couritries and asking them to update the document.
10· .

In the·SECI .document there's also a cotiple of

. 11 columns that are

v~cant,

that are empty, for example. numbers

We just haven't ha~ them filled in by ~he

12of leaking tubes.

13 time .we wanted .to complete the doc um en t.
14

The point to be

~ade

here is it's a wide variety.

15of problems-and it covers~ as Harold mentio~ed, som~thing on
16.the order· of 75 percent of all"' the "plants in the U .s., that
17 have had problems.
18

·_The other thirig:I should .cautiori ±s~ some plants

19:which are the on~s that don't have proble~s·on this list are
· 20.plants like Farley.· 2, Salem 2, · Sequoia, North Anna 2. :
21 They're very .new

plants~

.

22column .with plants that have prdblems
. 23
24_

COMMISSIONER AI:IEARNE:
MR. EISENHUT:

-

'

They may well go in the other
eventually~-

Such as McGuire~
'

.

Such as McGuire, .which. in fact ·an

- 250-ur table was not 'listed as a 'plant with a· problem, only

. ALDERSON REPORTING COMPAN'(, INC,··
400 VIRGINIA AVE.;

s.w~. WASHINGTON,
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·ov~rtaken

1 because events have
2

CHAIRMAN

MR.

Wastage •.

PALLADINO~

3 back to y'o_ur definition.
4

us.

EISENHUT~

I was trying to go

It's a secondary side corrosion?
It'~

a secondary

side~

actually.a

5 removal of the material.· The·.. mate.riaL thins and just

6dis~~p~ar~ dua to a chemical at~ac~.
7 that,

~f

And i t is a p~oblem

corirse, started in the center of the steam

8 generators on the bottom,. in the center on a. cross layout.

9 ~nd it mainly was a problem that occurred back in the early

11

The solution to tha-t pro.blem was to change

12chemistry, and most plants changed from sodiu~·phos~hate
13'chemic~r

treatment to· an all-volatile

treat~ent-in

about

\

14 late· '74 or early· '75. · And then about a. year later .we.·
15.started seeing the ,·den ting phenomenon.
1·a · ·

_But that problem is pretty. muc_h .·dormant. right

17 now.

I should say, the den ting phenomenon is pretty much

18 dormant right now, too •
19 .

.COMMISSIONER .AHEARN&:

Althbugh I

gues~·the

St.·

20 Lucie is a wastage problem,· isn ' t i t also, except it's
21 nori-phospha te? ·
·MR. EISENHUT:·

22
~of

the recent

pi~ces

Yes~

i t is.

And that is· also one

of .data that we're ·rBally taking a. hard

· 24 look .at.

25

· . N_ow, again our. th rust is -not .

we're certainly

••
.·.· ALDERSON REPORTING qOMPANY, INC,
400 VIRGINIA AVE.,
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1 trying to understand as much as we can about it.

But again,

2 really' the industry is trying to look at the·. problem,
&understand and solv~ it~

We have consult~nts looking ~t.it

4:in some of the national labs.
5·

But the

~e~l

thrust ia, we took that uncertairity
.

-

.

'

&into account in terms of defining ~he in~pe~tion ~ntervals.
7 If. you don• t have a good technical· understanding of how fast
.8.the degradation is proceeding and how i t
9 to have more. frequ.ent inspections.

is~

you just have

We def·ine . that such that

10the safety problems are not of paramount·concern and we make
.·11 it short enough to trade off against that concerno
12

But it becomes a major iridu~try problem both

13 economically and man-rem exposure, et cetera.··
.COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

When you say. that safety
"

15 problems are not the paramount concern;. you 're saying .that
16the inspection program is-such.tha~ they never have time io
.

.

.

.

.

17 become' the. paramount concern.?

MR. EISENHUT:·

That's.correct~

That is in fact,

1e·even to the point wher.e 'on some plants we've required
20shutdowns

~n

21

MR. DENTON:

the order of two or three.months.
~hat's

the intent, is

io

inspect·

22often enough so that you stay abreast·of the' change.

At

23 McGui:i;e, I think ·something like - eight or· nine days of
'·.· ••.. 24 opera
ti on" between
. inspectibns~'
for example.
. .
.
,
.
'.

Once.

25 degradation. is. detec;ted, we. require a pretty rigorous-

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 inspection program.
2

It does have a side effect of increasing

3 exposure •.. So there's been no magic,· ~olution to. these types
4 0£ problems found on ·the present type of steam genera tors.

5 p·erhaps with entirely new materials and· new design some of
..
6 this coul.d be avoided~

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

In the cases where rupture

Bhas occurred, do they fall. irit6 any one of.those probl~m

10

MR. EISENHUT:

Well, it's hard to say •.

There~s

11 only one· that the tube has actually been removed fol:lowing

12the rttptur~·ai~ really ex~mined.
13·

That w~~ the Surry plant

where.it was·. the·. ~racking· of the U,_bend. · Point Beach and

14, Prairie Island events -- not Pofn t

15

Beach •.

The Prairia Isl.and rupture of a touple years ago

1&was a different .phenomenon, believed to be a different
17phenomenon~

becausa it was in a different locatio~ in .the

18 steam genera tor.

But I think that by and large. --

COMMISSIONER - BRADFORD:

19

·Different from··any of

_20 these.?
· 21

MR. EISENHUT:

· · 22 col. umns. ·

I• m ·sorry~
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD·: ;Oh, I see.

23

MR. EISENHUT:

24
.

No, it would be in different

. .

.

They.would fall in one .0£ these

,-· ..

25 differ.en t

types.·

ALDERSON REPORTING COMpAN't', .INC,
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COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

But they're different from

2 each other?
3

MR. EISENHUT:

But they•re different from each

4 other.
5

~he

biggest failure to date I

believe has been --

Sor one of the biggest, has been the Surry U-bend cracking,
7 for example.

That's the fifth column over.

8 in the U-bend regions.

It's cracking

It's a spinoff of denting where the

9legs of the tube get bent together on the inside row of
10 tubes.

It gets squeezed when you put it under high

11 stresses.

And they had a four and a half inch crack

12 develop.

HR.

13

DENTON~

I would think if that were the- only

14 problem, where you didn • t have to worry abo'ut more than· one
15at a time, that probably is no more frequent than say pump
16seal faiiures, which induce

sm~ll

LOCA's.

And it's not the

17individual tube that contributes to risk, but it's the fact
.

--

' 18 that if several fail at one time.

---

19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

What about the problem if

a

20tube severs and because of the pressure now in the tube you
21 begin to get a whipping?

Is that a concern?

22

MR.

23

MR. EISENHUT:

24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

DENTON~

If it failed more tubes.
Yes, that is a concern.
It could now take out tubes

25 around it?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C._ 20024 (202) 554-2345
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MR. EISENHUT:
2 briefing we had.
3 tubes --

You remember the Point Beach

That was basically the concern.

fo~ exampl~,

right above the tube

shee~,

If the

if you

4 postuiate the phenomenon is such that i t starts wearing
5 tubes away in a big area and they're all, let's say, 95
6 percent worn a way, so that when the first one breaks it can
7flail around and break the others.

You can get a multiple

8 type accident.
9

But again, that is a consideration that we look at

10 in our review.
11

CHAIRMAN

PALL~DINO~

But would you not know if i t

12 one broke that completely?
13

MR. EISENHUT:

We certainly would know it,

14

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

15 Suppose one were to break.

yes~

Suppose you find one broken.

Would you shut down?

What •'s the

16 -17

MR. EISENHUT:

Oh, sure.

We've got a hearing

18 going on Point Beach.
19

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

What's their instruction?

20 Shut down?
I

21

MR. DENTON:

I think you're asking general

22 guest ions.
23

MR. EISEN HUT:·

No, I understand.

I forgot

24 myself.·
25

We do have a hearing going on on this issue on

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 Point ·seac.h.
2

MR. DENTON:

3 if .you had a

Certainly you'd know it immediately

tube failure.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

4

., 5'

. M'R •._DENTON:

You would shut-down?

Oh·, yes.

.CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

6

What I'm getting at, you

7 would ·not :t.llow tha.t situation to --

HR.

_DENTON~

Oh~

no, you would not.

But it might

9 persist long enough to damage o:ther tubes.

10

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:.

11

MR. EISENHUT;.

·r

Yes,

understand.

There's two aspects.

One of the

12. actions we required is. we put very tight tech specs on
13-plants.,

.

Plants - that have. exhibited problems, we -in fact·
.

.

14tweake~ ~he.

tech spec on
.'

'

.

:

.

lea~age-~hrou~h-tubes

down.

The

-:

'

1s··1owest I remember is o3 gpm~

And the thought being, before

16a tube breaks.cata~trophicaliy you generally will see i t to.
17. be a. small· leaker.

There can of· course· be some catastrophic

1&type f~ilures, as ther~ have_ been.
We require there ba a plant procedure to get the

19

20plant down arid shut the plant down.
'

And.we require

'

21 i~med.iate. shutdown in that kind· of an event._· .And the point
· 22 is, we. even. require plant shutdown on some :i;>lants when the_
.

.·

.

.

.

.

23 .leakage exceeds .3 g'pm, which is a very small -- it~ s down
.

.

.

'·

.

.

·..

.··

·.

· · .24 to~ the point· where you can't. really detect. the - leakage much25 b'elow that:.

We require the_ plant to come down • .-

· ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, .
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1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

2question~

in addition to the specific on Point Beach, you

So you have looked at this

3 have looked at this question of the possibility of a severed
4 pipe then taking out some around it?
.MR. EISENHUT:
COMMISSIONE~
7~oment

-Yes.·

AHEARNE:

And your con~lusion at the

seems to be that the probability of that is

. 8 sufficiently small?
MR.

Yes.

EISENHUT~·

COHMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Is that correct?

MR. EISENHUT:

corre~t.

That is

Does anyone want to add anything to that?
(N9. response •. ).
MR. EISENHUT:. They

don~t hav~

t6 if they don't

And again, that is the. very guest.ion at the Point
17 Beach hearing •
. COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

18
19~t

20

Rancho·Seco or

Ocone~,

_they· had some split-thrbugh

p.ipes.-

21

MR. EISENHUT:

Yes.

22'

COMMISSIONER .AH!ARNE:

23 Point .Beach.

···e

But I seem to.recall, was

. .

MR •. EISENHUT:

24'

So it doesn't have to be

·No.

.

Th-at isone,of tli.e basic

25 questions that-we 'have looked at now for a
•

•

'1

•

'

.

numb~r

of years·,-

. ALDERSON REPORTING
COMPANY,·
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.
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1 is, you have to look at the failure mechanism and you have
2to be sure that that dbesn't lead you to multiple
looke~

3to where we've· everi

at how can

th~y

move

fa~lures,

around~

Can

4' you get them moving in such a way that .you can get very·
5 large flows?
6

r~member

But you have to also

that when we

7 postulate one complete offset rupture of a

tube, you move

8 two tubes apart, and they physically rea.lly can't do that.
9·So that gets conservative by itsel~.

MR. DENTON:

10

If they haven•i.wasted, they're

,·

11_pretty substantial. tubing.
12 .

MR. EISENHUT:

13

MR. DENTON i

1~so,

Th~t's

correct.

.·The~ thickness is 3/10 of" an

inch or

if ·they haven't deteriorated.
. MR •. EISENHUT:

15

That's· right.

. And the inspection

16. program is such· that we believ_e there wl.11. generally be
. 17 enough tube left from ;inspection to inspection that the rate
.

.

-

'

.

18 of degradation will not get you there ..
19"

MR. DENTON:.

About 3/10, something .on that order.
.

HR~

20:

EISEN HUT:

.

. So what they do· is they want to b'e

21,sure that. they don't; whatever the vehicle is, degrade
. 22 enough'.- ·
.

23.

.

.

And the.oth~r thing is, those .phenomenon where you

24rea11i can erode a.tube, there·•s very few tha~ get i t
25.circum£erentially or very few that attack 6n all sides t,o
:,

'.

. ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 the point where you e_xpscdt it to fail in that mode.· There
2are only a· couple of phenomena that·do that •.
3.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

4.a.~ouple

cas~s,

of

Right~

But there have been

I thought. --

5

MR. EISENHUT:

Yes.

6

COMMISSIONER

AHEAnHE~

in which we did find

7 that the tube, 350 degr.ees.

MR. EISENHUT:

8

Yes.

If I :ould go 6n to the next slide, this just is a
10 summary to point out that the industry does have a. major
11 program under way in this area.

B~t

They're a little old.

12numbers.
13·~-"'."',

These are very rough
the industry is putting

is und.ergoing. -- has .a pretty major program, .both in the

14 lab -- the.y're removing sampl.es,. they're study{ng these.
· 15 phenomenon.;
. ·There is quite a bit of cooperation, not just in

16

17 the United· States but with foreign countries·.

And the

18 industry is put.ting in a· total of something on the order of
19$30 miliiori

~ yea~ i~ iesearch on th~se ~egrada~ion modes.

20 Ag~in, theiT biggest driving motivation I
.

.

21 --

.

. is as much economical·, certainly, economics as saf'ety.

22The impact.of shutting dciwn these
·. 23

believe is more

.

_ve~y

~l~nts

for these fixes is

large.·

'.':

24.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: . You .said earlier, Darrell,·.

•.25:that there was -no facility for full-scale .. testing . of any of.·
.

••
~.
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9·

··e·

..

1 these genera to.rs.
2 by the industry?
.MR~

3

.Is no consideration· being given to . that
Maybe it was you, Harold?

DENTON;

··I think I

said that because· I

had

· · 4 asked at one time and· was.· told that the· maximum ,flow
5 capacity .in the

u .s.

6 fuli~~cale ·flow..

·today ·was about 80 percent·. of

I· don't ·k'riow· of any plans for· this country

7to build it.
·8 -

· · - The practice· seems·· to be to use in-plant

· .9 experience.

MR. EISEHHUT:.

10

That's right.

I believe r asked

-

.

. 11 the. same kind o~ guest ion on McG~ire ,. were they ever flow
12.tested at full flow.

.e

And the answer was no,. it just can't

13be done wi'th', a fuli-scale -steam .. qenerator •
14 '

:.CHAIRMAN PALLiDINOi But you said

th~y~could·do

80

· 15 percent?
MR~. DEN.TON:

16

That number. sticks in my mind.
you~·

17 check i t and ·get back - to

. CHAIRMAN :PALI.ADINO:

18

It seems 'strange. to :take a
.

·19 i:isk:·on a big plant, on .a·11 of them basically,
. .- .20

get

your

test data•
.

'

I ' 11·

.

.·

.:.

.

21.

J'1R ·:- EISEN.l!uT:

22

.CHAIRMAN PALLADIN6:

-...

.·-

-

,

'

.

in

.

.

·order to .

-

-But most of these
That's like doing.a

. '23 dissertation on roast. pig,. burning down a· house _to find out

·._9

.

25

·e·

. -~ - , .

24.1£ r·oast ··p1·g tastes good.
-

..

<Laughtet ~) · .· ·
..

.

.' . .

'I,
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1

MR. EISENHUT:

But most of these problems wouldn't

2 show up iI1 just a flow.
3

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

4

~R.

EISENHUT:

I agree.

It's a chemistry that's active for

5 years.
6

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

It would have to be a very

7long test program even if you were trying to do it on full
8 scale •.

MRo DENTON:

9

I think that they are very big, they

10 are designed many years in advance, and by the time a plant

11 gets built new information has been learned.

And quite

12often. one solution to a problem creates another problem.
For example, I understand part of the reason for

13

14.having baffles in the

ne~

McGuire design was to. reduce the

15 probability· of water hammer.
16 vibrate.

And then the baffles begin to

So each fix they put in seems to induce still

17 another unexpected problem.

MR. EISENHUT:

18

All right, if I could go ·on, and

19 I'd like to skip the slide on replacement and repair.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

20

Are these R&D programs on

21 individual problems or looking at the impact of solutions
22from these problems?
23

As yoQ pointed out, solutions often

lead to other problems. ·Are those being considered as part

24 of it?
25

MR. EISENHUT:

Yes, I think they are.

And. I think

ALDERSON REPO,RTING COMPANY, INC,
400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 that the PWR Owners Group as a major entity has been now in

a few. years,

2. existence for

·9

3 program .under. way.
4 overall. sense.
Of

5

s·come along..

•

·And. I think. they' re looking at it in an.

The program looks at al·l. the problems.

course~ n~w

I

~nd it has a pretty good-sized

think I

things ·will be found as.

n~w

thin~s

.

told the Commission once the

7 half-1.ife is about a year and a half.

Every year and a hal.f

8 there's at least one new phenomenon.

It has grown

somewh~t

9 shorter in recent ti.mes •
. . 10

But it is a. major integrated program, run under

11 EPRI •.
12·

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:. Could I ask a question on

13 the slide you want to skip?.
KR~

14
1~come

I was going. to ~ay, I'm going to

EISENkUT:.

back to it.

John 01.shinsky is going

~o

cover that

16 slide .•
.17

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

18

MR. tISENHUT:

Fine •

And it's gbing to be iied to a
.

.

· 19 videot.ape that·we .have • . So I'd like to' move on to it.
20

The tiext slide we

r~al.li

already discussed.

The

21 last point I '11. point out again is, there is an ALARA
22corisideration.- If you look

a~

the

entir~

iridustry as a

23wbo1e~ even the ~lean plari~s, you ·know,. balanc~ out an

24 average~ it. s something on the. order of 100 man-rem just. to

25do:·ro~ti~e m~intenande inspections~

Of course, plants with

·.. ·e

i.· ·:

.

.

.
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1 problems.it- goes up higher and higher, and higher, up to the .
2 point ~ere you're running betwee~ 2,000 and 3,000 for
3. extensive ,repairs.·
The, re placemen

ts

at Surry ·and -Turkey "I, believe we

',_ 5· estimat~d ,on· the order of- 2 ,OOQ man-rem, and that's bearing··
6 out pretty well'.c . ,

MB. _DENTON:

.7

And the lack of

~asta

facilities has

·aresuited in the ~tilities' need to keep _the steam ganerator
~on

So the practice has been, since they can't find-

aide.
'

'

10 anyone to take i t for disposal, they end: uP. building
'

'

'

11·facilities t6 store i t there~ with.some level of
. 12 contamination. st.ill present.
13..

9'

CO-HMISSIONER AHEARNE l

B u"t. not -only

just the steam· -

San Onofre in ·1980- had 2400 ~an:_re~,

·14 genarator replacement.·

,. ' ,

-

'15 which put i·( nu~ber two in PWR Is. '16-

.MR. EISENHUT:

.•.,

~hat's.what

Right.

I said, it_ goes

17 all the way up to '.the· time. of the problems, and the _end is<
-

.

'

-

..

.

-

18_that order• -- There are other problems.
'..MR~: D_EM'TON :· - ie did review some of these testing·

19 ''
Warid

-sleevin~ o~eiations £ro~
•

L

'

'

'

•

the

~tandpoint

,•

of

minimi~ing

•••

'

- 21 exposure and pushed _automation to :the extent to -be' d6ne • ·
22~rit

23

even so~ i~'s, a very messy joti, even.with the maximtim

aUtOffiatiOfl, .-tO .' dO ·the

eddy CUr,re.nt ,testing I

and, e~pecially

'24 the tesieevfng.- , They_ autqmated, a large. part' of it;, but it:
25 d9es result' in' high personilel exposure.'
''

.

. .~ ·;

~

..

.. - :

.. .
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e.

1

2 the

GILINSKY:

COM~ISSIONER

stea~ ~enerators

Are you saying, .then, that

are going· to.

r~main

at the sites, I

-

3 mean·, as far as we - can. tell?
MB~

4

Yes~

EISENHUT:

That is in fact.what ~as the

5 proposal and what· is being-: done on Surry and Turkey Point,
·

~except

there was one that was ·removed at Surry.

MR. DENTON: . Well, that one was only

7

be~ause

it

8 went to

MR. EISENHUT:
10

It went

KR. OLSHINSKY:

11 buildirigs that have·

b~en

~o

the BNL.

There are special

~torage

placed there,· concrete high-quality

1Zstorage buildings that they're being h~~sed in.
MR~. DENTON:

13

I didn't mean to imply that they.

14 can't he· safely stored.

But it's just --

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY :.

No, no, I understand..

I

16mean, is there no way to clean them up and salvage the
.

.

17 materials?18

MR. EISENHUT:

Not really.

It

~as

feli it was not

19 a feasible thing to. salvage it without a inajor facility.·
20Yo~'d have to. ship them off to~ major facility.

21 probably a
22

m~jor

6peration by itself;

MR .• DENTON;

~decontaminated.

It'd be

I'm sure they could be

But they must do a cost-benefit balance,

24.and let. i t sit and let decay take: place for a while.
.

And

-

25the net result of thaf h~s. b~en proposals from most

·e·
..
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utilities just to st6re them in a confined area.
2

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

3 them if they could?
4

In other words, they have no salvage

value at all?

KR. EISENHUT:

5
.6

Would they just dispose of

Based only on the one plant that we

had this discussion with, was VEPCOo

They were delighted

7 that we were· willing to take one steam genera tor off their

8 hands.

We required them to build a facility..

9 that facility.

We required

We reviewed and approved the facilitYo

10 Because it's housing low-level radiation, i t has to have the
11 radiation controls over i t because it•s a radiation area.
12 I&E has to continue to keep going in and inspecting the
13\facility.
14

So it would be much easier for them.

They"d be

_15 happy to, based on the one piece that we have.
16

}1R. DEMTON;

17

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

18 up

It's sort of early decommissioning ..
Is it practical to cut i t

and bury it in a low-level burial?

19

MR. EISENHUT:

I

think they looked at that and

20 there was in fact an option that was considered of doing
21 that.
22

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Is that also too

23 expensive?
24

MR. EISENHUT; -I don't know what the answer was.

25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

At Turkey Point in fact

ALDERSON.REPORTING COMPANY, INC, ..
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1 part of the hearing was specifically on that.
2
.3

MR. EISENHUT: -That issue •
COMMISSIONER

AHEA~NE:

The kind of building that

4 would be required •. ·
5

MR. EISENHUT:. _That's right.

6

This slide, as I said, we've covered and discussed

- T most of..

8

It• s. points out the man-rem.
One_ more· area I'd like to mention, and that is

9 some recent foreign experience.

This gets us to the McGuire

· 10 .thing

11

CHAIRMAN

PALLADINb~

Before you leave that slide,

_12 could you answer a· couple of questions on· sle_eving.

You •ve

· 1a1ndicat~d the sleevin~-~hat'~ been done so far has appeared
_14to be successful.

What does it do with regard to -- it

15increases the pressur~ drop, certainly, through·~16

MR. EISEN HUT.: - Yes, a slight change there.

17

CHAIRM~N

PALLADINO:

18transfer charactetistics.

It influencea the heat

Do you adjust power level as a

19 result of that?
- 20

MR.· EISEN HUT:

No, they've been able to go get

21 full. power out of·it.
I

-

22

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

23

MR~

EISENHUT:

-Full power?

Because it really didn't affect

24·.that •..
'25 '

_Do either of you

_ ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY; INC;
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MR. MURPHY;

TO the best of my knowledge, there's

2 no significant effect on power as a result of sleeving per
3 se.

They may reduce power for other reasons.

4

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

5

MR. MURPHY:

6

CHAIRMAN

Even in San Onofre?

Yes.

PALLADINO~

But if you did a lot of it, I

7 would expect it should require
8

MR. DENTON:

They're built with considerable

9 margin.
10

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Yeahg I appreciate that.

But

11 when they plug tubes.
12

MR. EISENHUT:

Well, r•11 give you an indication

13.on it to show why it's clearly not a problem.

Plants plug

14 tubes, and plugging tubes clearly fills up part of the flow
15 path.

They can I

think plug up to 30 percent of the tubes,

16typically, and still reach 100 percent power.

That's how

17 much excess margin there is in steam generators.
18

We have in fact ·plants typically that have gone up

19 to the order of 20 percent, I believe Surry and Turkey
20 both.
21

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

I thought some rif them have

22had to reduce power because of tube plugging.

I

read that,

23 I thought, in your document last night.
24

MR. MURPHY:

25

MR. EISENHUT:

Yes, BO. perbent power.
Not directly because of the flow

.e
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problem, ·I believe.
2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

3

MR. EISENHUT:· Just due to

This was due to plugging.
plugg~ng?

4 probabli at the end of the cycle if- they were~

I think it's
You can get

5generally to 20 percent.
.

'

.

6

It's ·probably .---is it covered by ECCS?

7

MR~

8reduced

~s

MURPHY:

I don't believe that.power has been

a direct result of plugging.

Power has been

9reduced to slow down corrosion rates and for.other simiiar
10 reasons.
11

MR. DENTON_i.

12

MR. OLSHINKSY:
·. .

It certainly could lead·to it ..
It-has been reduced because of
.

.

.

13 this pitting problem referred to earlier, to reduce or
.

.

14change. the 'temper~tures .where we had· the cold leg· pitting.,
15

MR. EISENHUT:

16

MR. OLSHINSKY:

That's right.
So

th~re

were some changes in

. 17. power level due . to that.
MB~ EISENHUi: · And th~ra's beencchanges in modes

18

19 qf operation.

'

. .·

But· it's m·ore -- it's not .a direct result,

I

20 believ'?·· ·
21

CHAIRHAN-~ALLADINO:

And I gather ~heri they do the

22sleeving they do pressurizing so that
.

23 between
.. 24

~he.

yo~

get a contact

.

two

~alls?

M.R. EISEN HUT: ·.Yes, ·sir •. · .You seal i t and you·

25raise it at the tdp and the bottom.
.
•

i

-"'

·,

!
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Yes.

But still, you'd like

2 to get a direct metal to metal contact .all the way alonge
3

MR. EISENHUT:

As close as you certainly can,

4 yes.
5

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

6

MR.

7

I'm really here only going to focus on the last

EISENHUT~

8 piece of this.
9 foreign

All right.

Could I

go

to the next slide.

As we mentioned, there's been considerable

experience.

This is an area we've been working

10 closely with a number of the fa.reign countries now for at
11 least the last six years, because some of the problems are
12 exhibiting themselves there as well as here o

In fact,

13 sometimes they•re first.
14

Recently, in· the last couple of months, we've had

15 communications that there was a problem at the Rinqhals 3
. 16 plant· in Sweden.

It was a most recent problem.

That

17problem very shortly thereafter we found out also was
18 occurring at Almarez in Spain.,
19

The problem was identified as being associated

20 with Westinghouse Model D steam generators.
21

If I could have the next:slide, I'll just -- this

22is probably a little too much detail.

The only significant

23 difference between these plants and the plants that we've
24 been talking about before is in the bottom of the steam
25 generator they have what's called a reheater section~

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 get a couple of more percent efficiency out of the steam
2 generators.

They have a different flow path.

They put in

3 these baffles and they just put in different support plates,
· 4 support structure.
5

The plants in the United States that this would

6first exhibit itself on are shown on the next slide, and the
?first plant to use Model D steam generators in the Unites

8 States is McGuire.

As a result, I believe the sequence was

9that the problem was found· in Ringhals in Sweden; as a
10 result of that Westinghouse recommended that the Spanish
11 reactor shut down and do an inspection, which they did, and
12 found a problem.
13·

Also as a result of that they made a

14recommendation to McGuire to, which was still coming up
15 doing testing, to do an

examin~tiono

16finished some examinations.

McGuire has recently

On the very next slide it sort

17of summarizes basically where we are on this.

We're closely

18 following it.

19

They've done some limited look in the one steam

20generator and they've found no indications.

They've since

J

21 gone up for a couple of day test up to on the order of 75
22percent power, instrumented on this one steam generator to
23 see whether they could see vibration of the tubes, because
24it's
25

bel~eved

to be a flow vibration problem.

They did in fact detect that the tubes hit

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1

re~onance

peaks between 63 and 68 percent power.

MR. DENTON:

2

It"s my understanding that in Sweden

·3 they found over 100 tubes damag~d, and it's the outer row.·

4 So there may be 300 tubes potentially involved.
One as~~ct

5

6£

this problem is it can be d~~ected

6by acoustic monitors outside the pressure

•e~sel

when

7 vibration begins to occur, arid. then at MqGuite they're
8 actually attaching instrumentation inside some of the tubes

9·to:get a correlation between the outside noise and the
10-inside •.
11

And the problem can be

12through afeedwater·heater.
13~ill

repair~d

by going in

So I envision that the repairs

be done. on McGuire as soon as its test program that it

14. has· outlined is completed. to. determine what repairs might be
• - 15· suitable.
16

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:;

Is it correct -- I seem to

17 recall for both the· Ringhals plant and the Spanish plant
·J~

that it's a damage that was occurring after only about 400

19 days or so of power operation?
20

.MR. EISENHUT_:

21

COHMI~SIONER

Yes. -

And that it ~as about- --

AHEABNE:

22.perhaps the tubes were 50 p~rcent through wali?
23

. HR. EISENHUT:
.

·" .

.

..

. ·."
.

· 24 here.
25

.

Yes.

I

apolo~iz~,

L

~i~sed

my note

-

We slipped: by .that •.
It is 100 tubes on· the. ·edge.·.. -It is t_ha t aftE!r ·
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1 some six months of operation, tied to ttie actual, how much
2 flow. they had, they found quite· a bit of damage.

They

3 actually have two data poin·ts in time•at Ringhals and they
4 found that as a· general rule of thumb -- I

5

Westinghbus~,

6de~radation

i~

asked

i t appropriate to.say that the depth of

doubled in. six.months

fro~

like 20 to 40 percent

7and the numbers of tubes doubled in six months?

The only_

8 point being -it's a rapidly proceeding phenomenon.
9

10·

COMMISSIONER -AHEARNE:
HR. EISENHUT:

Yes.

And that's why-we were so closely

11 moni'toring McGuire.·
12

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: · Is it primarily in the

· 1a·pceheat section?
14

·rt•·s primarily in the

HR. EISENHUT:

pr~heat

15 section on this one· side, as Harold mentioned, right where
16 the flow com es in.
17

MR. DENTON:

Well, they've determined fiow

.18 velocities are 20 feet a second or so in that area, and it
19inciies vibration of thii baffle plat~~ which directly then
20 wears on it.
.

21

.....

'MR. EISENHUT:

That's right.

And late December

22and some time in January they will be installing these.
23intern~l

··e·

24

monitors~

MR. DENTON:

So· I

think

sine~

it can be detected

· ·25 our goal in McGuire is· to prevent any further . degradation,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY; INC,
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1 but at the same time· run sufficient tests to pin down where
2 i t occurs so that modifications can be determined.

I think

3 the kinds of _things· we •re. talking about in· the way of ·
·. ~modifica~ions are·c~ange the design of the flow restricter
5 ih the 'feedw.ater ·line, which determines some of the flow··
6 patterns, :there _are some impingement baffles we are
. 7 considering changing to alter the velocity.,
~f

Bstiffening, perhaps,
9

and f inall.y

those, and maybe even others.

But the program at McGuire is to run, as I

recall,

10 eight or· nine days at a time.
11

MR- EISENHUT:

12

MR. DENTON:

Yes.
And then shut dowri and then

13 re-examine, re-inspect, and install more. instruments. · And
'

'

14 it's really an investigatory program•

And we are preventing

15 further degradati~n from occurring there~- but at the same ,
.

.

.

. .

'

16time gaining the data needed to make repairs.
17

MR. EISEHHUT:

18show that

thi~

The last slide just is a listing to

is a problem that's not just the

Unite~

19 States. ··The.re •s just. a listing of ·the foreign plants that
.

'

·,

.

2~we're ~~are of·~nd the rel~t~d.commercial opeiation dates~
21 Crisco. in Yugoslavia we under.stand is· not going to ·be able
22.to ·start in· 1981.
The two that

.23

··e·

_24 we

ha~e

been.~n

h~ve

contact with

started, Ringhals;and Almaraz,
the~
.

licensing
.

au~horities
.

.

. 25 both of . th.ose countries, and· in . fact next week we' 11 be
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1 meeting here with the. Spanish authorities.
2

The next pant to come up.is Unger 1in·Brazil,

3~which

is due to

b~.starting

early~

very early in '82.

And

4 we've -been asked to participate in a joint meeting of. the
5Swedish, the Spanish, the Brazilians- and the U.S. under the
6 auspices of· the IAEA, is actually having. the meeting some

7time'in January.
8

With all these plants coming down the line, it's

9·something'that we really need to be right on.
10

CHAIRMAN PALLADTNO:

Harold or Darrell, does

11 stiffening these tubes help on the spreading_ problem or not
12-- or on the vibration problem?

HR. DENTON:

' 13-- '
1~what
.

-

My knowledge doesn't extend beyond

I've. said about it.

'

I

.

kno~

that stiffening of the

h~~ been discussed.. Now, . I haven't heard

. 15 baffles

16Westinghouse discuss stiffening the' tribes themselves.

I

17 guess .that· would alter the damp·ing.
Well~. I

18

MR. EI_SE.NHUT:

19'out ·yet~·

If the. tubes are vil:)ra ting or if· the plate's

20vibrating against the

tube-~

21 what· the phenomenon -is.
'

think the verdict's still

you know, you haye to. lobk at

If it's a tube vibrating, certainly

-

22 stiffening -i t would change. the resonances of - the tube.
.23it'~ a·
~4thick

'25-

plat~

ban9ing into a tube, if the tube is

i t may still wear away
So I.think that

~retty

it~~

twic~

as

_fast._

a qciestion that we've asked

'

.

If .

'

'
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1 and I just think there's not enough data to know whether
2 that. would be a good_solution or not.
3

MR •. DENTON:

It's obviously one that's got-to be

4 made sooner rather than later, _to avoid personnel exposure

5 and to avoid wear and rupture of the. tubes •.. So· I think in
6mi conversation~ with all parties involved the objective has
7been to not let degradation proceed beyond where it _ise
8 That's been the objective in· the foreign countries ..
9

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

1Qstiffen~ng

the tubes has a number of impacts.

11 vibrationw
12might

I was thinking that
One is

Another one is that because they're stiffer you

ha~e

less stress

co~rosion

cracking, that it would be

,13 reducing the st.resseso . And since sleeving seems. such a -~4has

some potential,. maybe stiffening them in the first place

15· would

help~.

16
17
18

I don't.know if anybody is looking at jtist making

a thick.er

tube.
MR. EISEN HUT:

It may

hav~

'

-

a negative side, too,.

19'and 'that is when you put a· sleeve in you've intioduced a
20beaufifril crevice~21

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Oh, I know •. That's why I'm

22 sayingi rather -than sleeving why not
23 thicker· tubes.
.

·And· it. may

with making

hav~ a favorable impact both.· on

'

24 stress. corrosion .a,nd on vibration~
25

st~rt

MR. DENTON:

But I don.' t know.

I'll-check that out and get back to

..

e.
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1 you.

I haven't heard it actively

2.

MR.
.

discu~sed.

All right, that completed

EISENHU~:
'

3 eve~ything we were going to say except the slide on
4 replacement and sleeving.. So could I· go back to that slide
. 5 on the status of replacement and sleeving •. And John
. 6 Olshinsky froai· o"ur Atlanta office will be addressing that.
7

MR. OLSHINSKY:

I"ll be discussing the replacement

· 8 process at Surry and Turkey Point, not the sleeving
9 process.
10:

I'm the Director of Engineering and Technical

· 11 Ins.pection for Reg.ion II, and accompanying me from Region II
12-is Al: Herd.t ,. who is the Chief of the Materials and Process

-e

13. Section ·in my· division. ·
Replacements

a:t Surry :took place in • 79 and ··' 8 0.

15and hav~ been. completed~
.

'

At Turkey Point 3 steam generator
'

16-replacement is ongoing, ·scheduled to be completed, the·
17actu~l

..

.

replacement of the steam generator itself about
.

.

18Februaiy of '82, ~ith the outage being complete, scheduled
19 to be .complete in April of • 82.
-

•,

:

Both Surry ~rid Turke~ P9int are two-unit

'20

21 thre~-loop Westitighouse plants.

The reason we ~anted to

22 brief the Commission on. the replacement process is because
23of ~he size of the underta~ing~
24 nine to. ten. months.

It's been normally taking

·It invoives a gre~t nuinber of woi-kers,

25on the order:of 3,000 :to:#,OOO usually, and expends about·
'

e
'

'
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1 2,000 man-rem of exposure per unit.
2

Th~ ~ize

of the job requires extensive preplanning

3 and thorough management· controls.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE'

4

5 said

John~

is the number

-~

you

3 ,000 ~ 400.0 ~ • -Now,. is the number because they have to ·

6cyc1~ through a lot of people?

7

MR. OLSHINSKY;

8people, for one thing.

They cycle through a lot of
And there are a lot of.support

9activities going on besides the people. working directly on
10 tha steam generators.

So they actually see an increase in

11 wtirk force of th6se type-of numb~rs.

ri•s a ~ery, very

12 large· project •.

·.9

MR~

13
1~of

DENTONt

The pfants are not designed for ease
S6me of the early AEC plants, I

steam generator removal.

15 recall, had steam genera tors mounted on. carriages to
'

'

16facil~tate r~moval.

But the trend tuined into not providing-

17 for steam genera.tor' removal in this country.

18

M~.

19 going on.

OLSHINSKY:

You'll see some of the pr6cess

My discussion will be just a slight discussion of

20 the'' process and then' show you a videotape of the 'process at
'

'

· .. 21 Surry an·d Turkey ·Point," which. we've e.dited down fairly·
22 short.
·23 ·.

I •1i narrate portions of that~

We

.

.

.

.

.

also· provided, as a. result of our inspection

24 activities at ·v:ario~s plan ti:; in Re~ion II·_and during· the,
25:replacement,.

W~

"ve provided part Of -the inf9.rma tion. sup-port

·
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1 supplied to you that dealt with exposure, ALABA techniques,
2and replacement process, as well as the operations history
3 at Surry and Turkey Point, the operating history.
4

Each unit, as far as the replacement is concerned,

5 is shut down and defueled and then the reactor vessel head
6is reinstalled.

The replacement process includes removal of

7 the upper assembly of the steam generator, which has the
8moisture separators, and those remain in containment and
9those are refurbished and parti~lly replaced.

And then the

10 lower assembly is removed and replaced complete-ly.
11

We have noticed a significant improvement, I

12think, in technique as the units have gone on.

The first

13unit to replace stean generators was Surry _Unit 2.

During

14that replacement the overall.exposure was 2,140 man-rem,
15which was about four percent over the Licensee's projected
16 estimates for that project·17

Surry Unit 1, which was the follow-on replacement,

18 expended about 1759 man-rem, which about 15 percent under 19 the projection.
20improvement.

Row, there are- various reasons for that

They include changes in work scope and better

21 dose estimations the second time around.
22

But we also believe that there is a significant

__23 increase in the learning curve and te.chniques.

They used

24 videotapes of the first unit replacement for better
25and

prepar~tion

for the second unit replacement.

train~ng

They
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1 decided on the second unit to provide new reactor coolant
2 piping as.opposed to refurbishing old piping, and that saved
3 exposure· as well.
4

~e

·.

So we have seen improvements.

think that

i~provements

carrying over to Turkey

5 Point from what we've seen so far also -- ·there have been

adiscussions and exchanges of technology between Turkey Point
7 and Surry •.
8Surry~

Turkey Point ·personnel observed the operation at

. They're going to use some equipment at Turkey Point

9 that was used at Surrey, and there have been quite a few
10discussions as far as the radiological aspects as .well of
11·limiting exposure during the process.
12

To date at Turkey Point they have expended -But they have expended 1110· man-rem as

13.weii,.not to .date.

14 of November 30th· of this· year, ·which is about· 5_2 percent .of·.
.

'

.

.

.

\

15the projected total.· They have about -- thet have completed.
16about 60 percent of their activities, and right now the
. 17_actual exposures,they have are running about 30 percent
18 below the· projected .estimates for. the work they've done.

So

19 we think there is an :1nc:rease in the learriint cur.ve as
20 they've gone through.·
21

COMMISSIORER AHEARNE;

Is that sharing of

22 inf or ma tion being done on the basis of individual utility to ·
23 individual utility.,. or. is there any more .general _industry
24apprbach t6 try to retain that ~nfoimation?·
25.

MR.·OLSHINSKY:

I'm riot.sute.

To my knowledge it·

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY; INC,
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1 was individual utility to individual utility, and. we do have
2 -- there are some other utilities observing the replacement
3 techniques at Turkey Point nowo
4

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

So as long as there is at

5 least· one utility that has to face a steam genera tor
6replacement, they can keep passing information along?
7

MR.

OLSHINSKY~

Bthroughout the process.

ie116 they've shown an improvement

We certainly don't want to lose the

9 information.
10

As these major activities have taken place, we've

11 also increased the scope and frequency of our inspections as
12 well.

The scope has been especially increased during the

13replacements at Surry and at Turkey Point in the area of
14radiological, welding and materials areasw
15

I

think it's significant to note that throughout

16the Surry process and throughout the Turkey Point process to
17 date no escalated enforcement actions have been

taken and no

18worker.has received over the allowable radiation exposure
19 limits, even though it's a very major pro gr am.
20

We have some carryover, too.

I'd like to note

21 that inspectors from other regions also participated in the
22 inspections at Surry while they we re ongoing.
23

Before we show the videotape, I'd like to point

24out a basic difference in the replacement af the two
25plants.

At Surry -- well, at both plants, as I mentioned,

e·
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1 the moisture separators were removed and

refurbished~

At

2 Surry the cut .was made in the reactor coolant piping and the
3 entire iemaind~r of the s~eam generato~'was removed from
4 containment and replaced.
5

At

Turk~~ Point~

6 coolant piping, the

~ut

instead of cutting.the reactor

was made in the

st~am

generator wall

7 itself, lea'iri.ng ·the lower. channel intact, the primary head

8 intact.

The cut was made just below the· tube sheet

It W·as

o

9 this· portion of the steam genera tor that was. removed and is
10 now being replaced.
11 .

As we show the videotape, one thing I'd like to

12mentiori is I'd like to thank VEPCO for use of th~ir tr~ining
.13 tapes.

The first· portion of the videotape is a. portion of a

14: more extensive tape that was put together by VEPCO for
15 training,. for worker training· during the replacement
16 process.
17

The sacond porti6n of .the videotape we'd like to
.

'

'

.

'

18 thank Florida Power.and Light for aliowing us to use the
19-film~

It's an unedited, unnarrated, unfinished tape.

20 They're co.mpiling the tape, editing it right ,notii in o.rder to
21 be able to use for training purposes at Turkey· Point:, and
22 I ' l l ~~ovide ~omments as needed or desired during that

23 portion.of the tape.
24

VIDEOTAPE:.· This program has· been produced to

25 provide a documentary description· of the· steam generator

••
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1 replacement. project at Surry Power Station Unit No. 2.

·In

2 addition; this. ta9e and the raw tape footage and the 35
3-~illimeter slid~s

taken during the replacement outage will

· 4 be utilized· as· a valuable training aid for the workers who
5 will perform the repair effort on Surry Unit No.

1 in the

6·near future.
7

The steam ·generator repair program is intended to

8 restore the· steam genera tors to a new con di ti on...

This has.

9 been necessitated b:Y the continuous degradation of the steam

10generator tubing.

This degradation has been caused by

11 thinning and denting of the steam generator tubing.

These

12 corrosion-related phenomena result in a reduction of the
.

-·

..

13 tube wall thickness,.

r~duction

of the tube diameter,

14· cracking of the steam generator tubes, degradation· of the
15 tube ,support .P.lates, and other related deg·rada tion. ·
16.

These phenomena, as well.as their cause and

17 consequences, have been well docum.ented in the technical·
18literature and submittals to the NRC by· VEPCO and other
.

.

19 utilities and the nuclear steam supply -system manufacturer.
20 For

that·reason~

21 in·. this

,this will not be .described in

_gr~at

·detail

film~

The basic.approach to ~he rep~ir of. the steam

22
23~ener~t6rs

2~ assembly,

will be to completely replace the lower shell
that ._is that portion.

25the transitiori cone.

'

,'

The

of

"the" steam generato:r below

~following

animated

s~quence

w111·.

.
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e·

1 show the methodology that was used.
2

First, the main steam piping and feedwater piping

3 are disconnected from the steam· generator.
4

The Pulmer crane is attached to the upper shell

5 and the -steam generator is cut dn ~he transition c~ne just
6below the upper

girth.~eld.

The upper shell is theri lifted

7 away· from. the lower shell, leaving behi'nd part. of the
8moisture

se~aratio

equipment.

The upper shell is then

9 rerigged and inverted as shown.
10

MR. OLSHINSKY;

That portion of the assembly

11 weighs about 90 tons at Turkey Point, 90 · tons.

VIDEOTAPE:

After the inversioni it is set in a

13'storage st3.nd where new moisture separation equipment and· a
,14 new feed ring are insta·lled.
15 ..

A cap is then welded

16 generator.

o~

the top of the steam

The reactor coolant·pipe is then cut
\

~nd

17 remo·ved.
18

Next; the water is _drained. from . the secondary s.ide

19of the steam generator, whi6h has .b~en· titilized as a
20 shield.·

Then, the. Fulmer crane: crane is rigg_ed to the. lower·

~ ass~mhlt

using the swivel lift

.

b~am.

.

The steam generator

22 supports are .discarded and . the. steam genera tor is lifted.
23.vertically out of the steam generator cubicle.
24
.,

.

An

up-e~ding

sh6e

is~hen

attached and _the stea•

25 generator is laid down. to a horizonta:j.. positl.on •
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1

Next, the steam generator is picked up in a

2 h~rizontal position and turned 180 degrees, so that it will
3be going out of the containment transitio~ cone first.

It

4 is then winched -out of the containment.
5

MR. OLSHINSKY: ·_The reason it's turned 180.degrees

6.is in order to minimize interference with the amount of
7 concrete that had . to be removed from the area around the

8equipment access hatch before it was removed.

VIDEOTAPE:

9

From here, i t is lifted off the

10equipment hatch platform onto a transport vehicle and
11 removed to an onsi te storage facility._
12

The' new steam generatori lower. assemblies are

. 13~rought into the conta~nment in reverse order of removal.
assembly is winched into the

1~The

containment~

turned 180

15 degrees,. and up-ended on the up-ending shoe.
16

Then

~t

is _moved into position and lowered into

17the steam generator

cubicl~ •.

The old upper shell is then

18.re-inverted, mated up with the new lower shell, and welded
-19 back togetherw
MR. OLSHINSKY:

20
-21Point.

Okay.·. Jaw

we'r~

in~o

Turkey

That's Unit 3-on the left.-' That's the view up the

22containment and the steam generator •.

The grinding on the

23 steam genera tor supports which _·you' 11 be seeing. h·ere is tlie
24 preparatory grinding, and the torch work. there· is actually.
.

.

25going on outside

.

c6ntainmen~ b~fore

the replacement process
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: 1 takes place.
What

2.

they'r~

doing there is they're in-prepping on

3 the new steam. generator
4 cut is

made~

and

that~s

~ortion.

That's where the actual

in-prepping of

fe~dwater

piping

5 that's replaced.
6
7dome~

· Tbe top of the steam generator, that was the
The moisture separator has already been removed.

You

8 see a support ring and you're looking at the steam generator
9 cubicle walls.

Now, what that is is the alignment chain for

10 the tungsten-carbide· saw mechanism which they, use to cut
11 through the steam genera tor shell itself ..
12

MR~

EISENHUT:

As John mentioned earlier, here

13 they. cut that. bottom· 11 ttle. piece of the cone, half of the
14 cone, and leave it. ·So the piping still is a.t.tached to it.

MB. OLSHINSKY:

15

So you see them

16 Now,. the primary side will remain.,
17 to this cut through access

ports~

m~king

this cut.

They've already' previous
cut the primary baffle ·

18 plate or divider plate which attaches to the steam generator
19 tube· she-et.
Ari~

20

That's· already taken p1ace.
now this proces~ is actually cutting the_ shell

21 of the steam generator just below the tube sheet.
22a. saw to cut this.shell on the A steam
23~ plasma arc torch,

They use

g~ner~tor~

'

They used
'

which· they found ~o be significantiy

24 quicker .for cutting - the B. and C steam· generator shells.
That saw mechanism-cutting through.actually.took

25
,

.. ·
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1 about 21 shifts.
2 long.

It really wasn't expected to take that

They had some problems with the saw and some

3breakdowns of equipment.

That's teally why they went to the

4 torch.
5

The tocth, on the last unit, they actuallj got i t

6down to just a little over two shifts.
7

What you see here is a tent enclosure that's down

Bin the area of the cut.

The cut and the reactor coolant

9 piping are actually inside the tent.

The tent was used, put

10 up and used to minimize the spread of contamination.

There

11 is also shielding in the tent to minimize the exposure ...
you~re

12

Now

going to be seeing some of the

13rigging.

During the cut, of course, they were relieving

14 some of the weight of the steam generator with the hoist,
15 with the crane.

And you see the rigging, and i t ' l l go up to

16the swivel lift beam that was pointed out in the Surrey
17 film.
18

That's the beam, and then the remainder of the

19rigging up to the crane hoist.
20

And that's a view of the channel cut with the

21 lower assembly being lifted slightly at this point.
22
23make two
24

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
circumf~rential

HR. OLSHINSKY:

This is where they have to

welds in there to close it up?
It would be one at the top and one

25at the bottom, yes, sir.
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Now, what the workers are getting ready to do in
- 2this portion, you'll see them go in and they'll be
-3 installing a herculite
c6ver
on th~ ~ottom of the portion
4 that's

getti~g
~eady
-

to be removed and

-

~ver

the top of

t~e

5 channel -head bowl area that remains, which i~ - the primary
-6 portion there.
7

The purpose of puttinq the herculite in was to

8-minimize the spread of contamination.
9 well-rehearsed •.. You'll see them spend
10the entire process there.

They sperit

11 to four minutes doing this.

It's been

It was very
I guess it shows_
a~out

three and a half

rehe~:r:sed

many times

12and preplann~d because with that ~e~sel lifted like that the
13 doses are in the order of 9 R per hour in that area right
· · 14 now. - So it had to be a very quick process.
15

While that's going on, . as you watch _that process

16going on, I'd like to mention some additional facts on-the·
17

steam _generators 3.t Surry and Turkey Point.

18 slightly different.

The Surry steam genera tor is a -model

1951, which is slightly
20proces~,

too,

h~d

They .ar:e

larger~

a~out

100

-

-

had a different support

moie tubes than the model

A4 ~t

21"Turkey Point.
22

t~e

To give.you some idea of
.

.

.
.

.

physical dimensions
.

.

-

.
.

23 and sizes of the pieces of equipment that are moving, t-hat
- 24 iower .assembly weight, which is .the ·portion that•

--···,

s

being -

25 prepared for re_moval :eight now, it was .about ·205 tons at-

..

.

.

.
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Turkey Point, 250 tons at Surry.
2

.e

·The polar crane capacity had to be upgratled as a

3 result of movin~ this up to 225 ~ens it Turkey Point.

The

4height of ~h~_generator ·1s about 63 teet at Turkey Point and
Sits ~id~~ is. about 10-1/2 f~et, ~nd·it was slightly larger
6 than that at Surry.
7

Now, in addition to the replacement of the steam

8 generat-or lower assembly, this portion including the tubes
9 and tube sheet, there was a number of modifications that

10have

been.incorpo~ated

in the· raplacement steam generators.

11 They have added a baffle plate in the tube sheet area which
12is to provide lateral flow over the tube sheet to minimize
13slud~e

buildup; got an improved ~lowdown system.
Th~

14

be~n

tube support material. has

changed to

15stainless steel .in the replacement steam generators, 405
16stainless~
17inspecti~n

Additional access ports have been added for
and sludge lancing, and the
.

.

condens~te

cleaning

.

18 and polishing system has been upgraded as well.

19

·so _theta are some

ch~nges,

significant changes in

'20.the re~lacemei~:gene~ators.
21

(Pause.)

22

CHAIRMAN

PALLADINO~

How do they prepare the weld

· . 23 cavity, the ·weld• surface, for· re welding that circumferential
24 weld?
25-

MR. OLSHINSKY:

For tewelding, the .prep, it was
- ,• ·~
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1 machin~d.

You saw t~em machining the new ones coming on,

-zand they •achine prep this area ·where the channel head joins
3 to· it •..
'

'

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

4

How do they

·do ·they get

5 some- machine down there to do the machining?

MR. OLSHINSKY:

6

Yes.

7machine, Al, as they.used for

MR. HERDT:

in-~repping?

For the in-prepping.

MR •. OLSHINSKYL

9

Is this basicaili the same

It'~

essentially 'the· identical
'

· 10 machine~ or the same machine· that_ you. saw earlier _in the

'

1~ film~ fhat they were using for-in-prepping the nev portion
12of the steam generator.

They actually put that in ~lace and

.13 in.-prep i t •. ·
' 14

CHAIRMA~

15

HR. OLSHINSKYi
No~ they·~~

16-.
.

. .

PALLADINO:

.. .

.

.. .

.

.

.

They put.that down there?

'Yes,. si'r.

lifted it up.

17-the-bdttom there, is the temaining
18 which is the :Primary portion.
19 'steam'

You'll see what's on

..

~en~ra tor·.·
cubicle~' and
.

cha~nel

head

bo~l

area,

And this .is a view of the
you •11 see i t lifted -up.

.:

And

20 theyire in .the proce'ss of'removing the upper support ring.·
21 The rih.g is keyed and bolted into: position.
22.'go~

9.

it-.

They 'can.'t lift·

You see them using a precision ·tool._ appropriate t()

23''
·,.'

.Yes;. i t has to

24·tiie siz.e _qf the size.'
'

.

'

-

.

of the

<La~ghter.)

·. 25.
. ' ..

.,

equipmept.
.. ··

. '..

.

:'.
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1

(Pause.)

2

MR •. OLSHINSKY:

They're swinging the ring out of

3 the way and continuing with the lift.
4

What they're doing is they're actually changing

5 some o:f the lift points to different grunions so that
6 they'll be able, once they lift it, to be able to swing it
7 in place.
8

(Pause.)

9

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

In replacing the steam

10generator, do they have confidence that they've got a better
11 generator?

Is there some change between the one that they

12 take out and the one they put in?
13·

MR. OLSHINSKY:

Yes~

sir •. Well, I had mentioned

14 some of the changes that they had made.

And there was a

15 recent inspection that had been made at Surry which I

was

16going to mention at the end of what they had seen so far
17after 15 months in operation at Surry.

So they do have

18confidence that they have corrected many of the problems5
19

That's the top of the shield

20lift over and clear.

~all

that they will

They thought they were going to have

21 to remove that, and then they evaluated and figured out that
22they had a few inches clearance.

And you'll see as it gets

23over it's only a few inches clearance, on the order of three
24 to five inches.
25

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

If they think they can
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1 correct it by replacing portions of. the steam generator, why
2

don~t

they build the new ones with those correctibns already

3 in place?.

MR. OLSHINSKY:. I think that's part of the

4

5 think the new -ones are.

6 earlier, that

t~e

It's just, as Darrell had

generators had been constructed.

~-

I

men-tio~ed

Even

7 these Model D • s, which are really the la test ones as far as
~operations

go, I

think for many plants many years down the

9 line those have already been constructed

c

So it• s a very

10 long lead time.
11 .

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
the~~

But even though they've

12

constru~ted

13

going to hav_e to do this in the field, why don't they fix

why don't they, if they're eventually

-14 them up before they ever leave the shop?
MR~ EISENHUT:

15

~~11,

a lot of it's more than --

16 it's more than they• ve just _been constructed.
17 are delivered
18

in the plants.

A lot of them

Remember, this goes in pretty

early.

19

~COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE:

And.a number of your plants.

20have watei chemi~try proble~s.
. 21

CHAIRMAN PALLADINOl

I know, but. that's wht I

22 asked them, have the,Y really solved ·the problmems •
-23

. MR.,EISENHUT:

Well~

o~

water chemistry

~hey

24·. switched from carbon steel to stainless steel support.--

-

25 plates.
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CHAIRMAN .PALLADINO:

1

~t,

Hell, what I was getting

2 you 're going through a lot of effort - here to make a change •.
3 Why not make the change early?

I'm not saying -- .I don •t

4know whether the change is as effective as we'd like it to··
5

be~

th~t

but to the extent

it-is it would be better·to do it

6 ea:cly than do it in these kind of circumstances. ·
7

MR. OLSHINSKY:

8 that's under. evaluation.

Yes, I

would agree.

I assume

And I'd 11.ke to say some of the

9·changes were those that had been talked about before.

For

10 instance, the change to stainless steel support plates is to
11 help eliminate'£he denting problem.which has been -12

MR.

Another factor, Westinghouse has

QENTOW~

13announced their intentiorr~~o clqse thei~. Tampa facility
14becausa they've essentially manufactured all the steam·
15generators for which they_ have sales.

So the capability to

16manufacture new ones would be in question very shortly.
17

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

If they do close, is there

-

18 any place -:-- are· there a!l.Y existing facilities in

the world

19 that, can· build the steam generators?
20

&R.-DENTON:. Since other countries are still

. 21 supplying them, the answer must be yes.
22 Westin.ghouse was strictly on an

I think

economic~

they ha.c:l made all

23the ones for which they have customers.·
24

· ,l'!R. OLSHIN SKY:

There are CE

faciliti~s,:B&W

-· 25.faci-l~ti~s. ·
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1

They•re

swin~ing

2 they'll be lowering it.

past the shield wall now and

And what they do is, they lower it

3 onto ~hat· they cail a lower shield plate.

It vill be ~elded

4 in place.
5

While the process is going on of the welding,, the
.

.

.

~

.

6 plaie ~rea 6n ~ontact was ab~rit 250 MR per hour, and general·
7area was about 60 HR per hour during this process.

Just for

Binformation purposes, the radiation levels on the steam
9 genera tor shell itself are. o.n the order of 100 MR per hour
10at the

h~ghest

point on the outside of the shell, which

11 equated to about 35 HR per hour· at ten feet, and .then _60
1~feet ~way i t was do~n to one

MR

per hour.

So it was ~airly

- 13 low after that, after they got the shield plates in place.
Now~

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

.14

th~se

did both of

--

·.,

15given some of the problems they had at San Onofre, did both
16'of these use·a lot of contract labor?
17

MR. OLSHINSKY:

18

And

that~s

~es,·sir.

the-~elding

of the lower shield

.· 19 platinq·. - And ba.sically, once .those·. were welded·· in' place,
20they wete remov~d and tak~n off and ~tared basically in'thaf
21 con di tiqri.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINOi

22
23contia~ted
24

25

What organizati6n actually _

to d6 this?· W~s- it:the steam generator

supplier?

MR. OLSHINSKl: · On

~he

cbtting and the

remov~l

·•·:
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1 itself?
2

MR. MURPHY:

Chicago Bridge & Iron, are the ones

3that did it mostly at Turkey Point.,
4

COMMISSIO~ER

5

MR.

MURPHY~

6 people at Surry.

AHEARNE:

Did they also do Surry?

Yes, I think they had some CB&I

I don't think -- yeah,, I think they did

7the welding at Surry.

Daniels did a lot of work up there

8 also.
9

MR.

10 position.

OLSHINSKY~

Now they're getting it in

They've got the plate on and they'll be lifting

11 it back up in order to put on the up-ending shoe, which was
12pointed out in the Surry film.
13

That•s the blue device there

on ·the right-hand side of the screen, and that' 11 actually

14 be bolted to the steam. generator.
15

And after they bolt it they'll be lowering the

16generator off the operating floor down to the area equipment
17access hatch, and they have a rail system to facilitate
18movement through the hatch and you'll see the movement
19 through the hatch.

And you'll see some portions right

20outside the hatch, where.some of the shield wall and
21 concrete had been .removed.
22

Now, at both Surry and Turkey Point· they had to

23reinforce the operations floor before going through with
24this process.

Clearance at Surry when they were removing

25the steam generator was about an inch and a half
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1 diametrical.

On Turkey Point through the hatch, at Turkey

2 Point it's about six to eight inches.
3

There was an extensive pre-op program after they

4 completed the operation at Surry and there will be at Turkey

5 Point.

At Surry it was on the order of three months.

It

6'was basically a modified startup program, in which they went
7 through a number of sy.stem checkouts and hydros in
8 accordance with the ASME code.
9

(Pause.)

MR. OLSHINSKY:

10

One thing I'd like to mention as

11 the film is concluding, at Surry 2 last week,. after

12 approximately 15 months o:f operation at Surry 2 with the
13 original steam generator replacement, eddy current testing
14 was conducted on approxim.a tely 600 tubes in each of two
15 steam generators, with no indications of defective tubes.
16 So that• s our basic first real feedback on the re placem.ent
17
18

program.
And there had been some shield wall and concrete

19 removed in this area that you see here.
20

(Pause.)

21

MR. OLSHINSKY:

22

That concludes my portion of the presentation.

23

MR. DENTON;

That gives you some idea.

I don't

kno~

24original question, Commissioner.
25financial incentive.

if we've answered your

It's certainly a large

The safety impact of our inspections
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1 leads to these financial incentives when we require
2 inspections and replacements.
3-

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I had no doubt that there

4was a significant economic interest on the part of the
5 companies.

Clearly, when you look at the outage times and

6 then the replacement costs, it's very significant.,
7

My concern was whether we were seeing it as a

a potential serious safety problem in the sense that any time
9that you've got a piece of equipment that is running into
10 that number of problems, that frequent number of problems,
11 particularly when-you think you've solved it and then
12 another one comes up and you solve that, and -then a_nother
13one comes up, I think you have to begin to get a little
14 uneasy about it.

MR. DENTON:

15

My sense is people were more

16optimistic a few years ago about diagnosing the problems
17than they are today.

There's a certain acceptance today

18 that replacement may become a way of life _and that they may
19no~

be good for 40 years vithout really drastic overhaul in

20their
21

de~ign

and materials.

COMMISSIONER

BRADFOBD~

Darrell, let me ask you,

22if a steam generator tube does rupture, start with just one
23anyway, what does the operator see?

What -- how does he -

24know that that•s what's happened?
25.

MR. OLSHINSKY:

He starts to -- I was trying to
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1 recall our worst case rupture, the double-ended separation.
2 He actually sees depressurization taking place, with a
3 number of alarms in the secondary system, radiation alarms
4

occurring

3.

t that point.

I.t • s basically a depressuriza tion

5 transient is what he sees taking place.
6

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

What does he have to de

7 and how quickly does he have to do it?

8

MR. OLSHINSKY:

He'd go into a rapid shutdown and

9cool down and depcessurize.

You're going to continue to

101eak until you get the plant depressurized, cooled down and
11 depressurized.
12 process.

The leak will continue throughout the

So it' 11 take a while to get down and

13 depressurize.
14

But the leak of course will be decreasing over

15 time as ·you are decreasing pressure.

So you'd have to

16actually decrease pressure and cool down.·
17

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Before he can isolate the

18 secondary side?
19

MR. OLSHINSKY: . That will isolate the secondary

20 side, but you'll still be leakin9 from primary to
21 secondary.
22cight away.

You' 11 trip and stop steam to the condenser
That'll be part of the process.

23itself won'i st6p.

But the leak

You'll actually continue to go into the

24secondacy side with the primary until you actually get the
25plant cooled down.
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1

MR. EISENHUT:

But if this primary side is hung up

Xat 1,000 psi higher, the idea is you have to bring
3 you don't wnt to get i t so that

4. the secondary..
5

do~n

--

the primary . is lower . than

So you bring primary down to essentially

secondary and then bring them down ·together.

6·.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

What

I'~

really asking, is

7 this the· kind of situation in which the operator has to do a
8 number of. things fairly quickly?

MR. EISENHUT:
10 not very

r~

has to do a few things.

It's

pid.

~R.

11

H~

It's a small LOCA and I don't think

DENTON:

1Xit"s that much more difficult for the operator than any
13

other~

14

MR. OLSHINSKY:· It's riot really that different

15fro~

other: emergency

procedures~

It's an emergency

16 procedure,, i t IS one they train: on,' and it Is not
17significantl.y

diffecen~

than Other

~mergency

procedures, not

18any more complex than others 6r less so •
19 ..•.

. .·COMMISSIONER BRADFO.RD:.

20

MR~ biS"INSKY:

D~

21

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

22

MR. OLSHINSKY:

Do we test on that?

we test on· it?
Yeah.

During the licensing process, that.

23would be on~·of the e•erge~cy:~- I vould assume that that is
.

'

'

"

·.· 24 one ~f the emergencY procedures and during licensing testing
.

.

25th~y

cover~

gamut of'emer~ency procedure~ and I ~ould
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1 assume that that's one of them.
2
3

MR. EISENHUT:

don't know whether it is in every

I

caseo

4

MR. OLSHINSKY:

I

think they audito

You know,

5 they don't ask the same emergency procedures on every casee

6 They test people on emergency procedures and that•s one of
7 many ..

MRe

8

EISENHUT~

I think with plants where we really

9had the concern one of the things we insisted upon was that
10 te operators get retrained on that procedure..

And I

11 remember when we actually had the leak at Prairie Island a
12 couple of years ago, one of 'the first
13

things we asked the

utility was, are you following that steam generator

14 procedure right down the line.
15

COMMISSIONER BRADFOBD:

Ia

th~

thing that

16distinguishes this from other small LOCA's the rise in
17radiation readings on the secondary side?

Is that how he

18knows it's a steam generator tube rather than, say, a pump
19 seal?
20

MRo EISENHUT;

21

MR. DENTON:

Yes.
That is, right where the flow is high

22 in that one area.
23

MR. EISENHUT:

The only operating plant in the

24United States with that is McGuire.
25

MR. DENTON:

Is McGuire.

And as noted here, they
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1 went up, they came down.

They're now shut down.

They're

2 due to restart again -3

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

That's going through the

4 steam generators, as distinguished from somewhere else?
5

MR. EISENHUT:

That's doing a mass.balance and I'm

6 not

7

Mr. McCRACKEN:

When you get a small leak like

Bthat, they have a requirement for radiation monitors on
9 continuous blowdown on the steam generator, plus periodic
10sampling.
11

And when you get a very small leak, they•11

notice the difference in activity over a period of samples

12from one time to the next time.

That gives them an

13indication they have a leak, and in many cases what they
14-then do is start conceritrating samples to get a better
15indication of how much it is when you're in those low
16

ranges.

17

For a larger leak, almost instantaneously you'll

18see an alarm on your air rejecter discharge from the
19 condenser, which is where most of your noncondensible gases
20come from, and any leak over three-tenths, four or
21 five-tenths of a gallon per minute, that alarm will go off
22virtually instantly.
23.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

So

he'~

really inferring

24the size of the leak from the radiation alarm as much as he
25is from any knowledge of actual gallonage, then?
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1

2

MR. McCRACKEN:
leak~·

That alarm tells him he has a

He would also.be seeing

concurr~ntly,

if he had a

3 large leak,- if you rupture a tube, get a 100 gallon leak,
4 he' 11 ·take that up, on loss of pressurizer.

COMMISSibNER.BRADFORD:

Right.

No, but I

was

6·talking more about the kind of thing Darrell was talking·
7 about in the minimum end of the range,. the o3 gpm.'

MR. EISENHUT:

You get an invent9ry balance,

9 also.

·MR. McCRACKEN:

10

Yes, you simply go by _an activity

11 balance on the primary side, activity on the secondary side,
12.and all your decay half-lives; you can calculate w.hat it
13 should be.
· MR. EISENHUT:

14

You said activity balance.

You

15 mean inventory balance on the primary.
16

MR. McCRACKEN:

17

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

18

19

Radioactivity.
Wait a minute.

You aren't

saying the same thing.

MR. EISENHUT:

...
. ,'.

It's not a radioactivity balaice.

· 20 It• s a mass balance, flow balance. · The radioactivity trips
21 you off and tells you you have a leak.

It doesn.'t

22necessarily tell you how big the leak is.
COHHISSIONEB BRADFORD;

23

COMIHSSIONER AH,EARNE:

24
..

.

. .

.

Yeah.
Since the water is

.

25ra.dioac:tive,; you could .do i t either way.

a .
..,
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e·

MR. McCRACKEN:

1

Usually what occurs, if it's a

. 2 f~irly large leak you'll pick .up the water balance as
3 Darrell is . going .t.hrough •.

On the very· tiny leaks, smaller

4. ones, usually the activity is a little accurate. · ·

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

5

Could you differentiate

6 "tiny" and · 11 1arge"?·

7

(Laughter.)

8

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Somewhere in there, where's

9 the

MR. McCRACKEN:

10

Let's say less than Q3 gpm is tiny

1tand greater than .3 gpm might be large.

It•s that kind Of a

12 ballpark.

14

COMMISSIONER'

AHEARN~:

MR. DENTON:

Ov~r

.3 gpm --

a day's

~eriod,

total: inventory

15 over a day's period, how much water you put in the power
16 system plus the known .losses.
Because iou see, i t takes yo~

MR. EISENHUT:

17
18lon~er

yo~

as

get-smaller.

~ut

at the same

19s~aller, yo~r c6~cern is gener~lly less~
20~ak~

~ime,

So I

as you get

mean, you

those two balahce somehow.
.

.

.

.

-

'

·.But you- k~ow, if you start talking to the people,

21

22some people will say, well, the accuracy below .3 I really
23 don't have any confidence in anyway.
· · ..· 24 it as

·a:

re(luiremen t

The .3 -when we impose

on some plari ts was right about the

25 t~reshold of wher~ people feel th~r really have confidence •
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1 Anything below that they'll say~ I.have to. take some
m~asurements

2 additional

in time to know whether I really got

3 it.
4

CHAIRMAN.PALLADINO~

Darrell, I notice you have

· · 5 some requests, I believe you. have requests,· for additional
6 sleeving

·at

other plants •.

What criteria, how do you decide

7 whether to say yes or no.
8

MR. EISEN HUT'

9

MR. MURPHY:

With the technical staff.
The licensee -- the technical

10specifications do. not provide for plugging as the
11 repair procedure for defective tubeso
t~chnical

12generally recognized in the
13 acceptable repair procedure.

a~proved

Sleeving is not
specifications as an

Therefore, to sleeve degraded

·14st~am generators they must obtain NRC approv~l to change the

15 tech specs. ·
16

At San Onofre, they submitted,

~he

.

17 submitted

~

co~prehensive

utility
.

te~hnical

support

~ackage

18 describing. the design and development of the\r sleeving
19 process, the' qualif ica ti on testing and analys-is was
20perforrned.

The sleeves ·had been

d~signed

in accordance with

21 the ASHE code.
22

MR. DENTON:

I think the. option is left with the

23 utility to propose· replacement plugging or sleeving • . It's
24 at his qption, and if they propose sleeving .·then. we do the
25 review.
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

But I was getting at what

2 criteria do you use to decide yes or no, whether: the
3 sleeving is done or: not.

KR.

4

DENTON~

Well, on the San Onofre sleeving we

5 did use a uniqu~ approach there, the so-called independent

6 design review.

We required that the San On of re utility

7 convene a panel of people knowledgeable in all. the aspects
8 of this operation, the welding aspects, the metal urgical,.
9 corrosion, heat transfer, and a several day meeting was held

10in Pittsburgh in which we participated, and Westinghouse
11 presented their rationale for the resleeving to the
12utility.

The utility had a panel of experts -and we observed

13and participated in that and examined all the questions that
14 were raised.
15

And then about 30 days later the utility submitted

16its proposed package addressing the questions that it
17 raised.

We

reviewed that one and approved it on that

18 basis.·
19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

20generator

manuf~cturer

who ends up making additional

MR. DENTONi

I think the utilities depend on the

Is it ieally the steam

21 proposals?
22

23 vendor very heavily.
24

MR. EISENHUT:

I think we don't really have a set

25 of criteria.
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1

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

You're satisfied if the

2 procedure looks straightforward.
3

MR. EISENHUT;

You've got to look at whether it

4 maintains integrity, the thermal hydraulics.
5

CHAIRMAN

PALLADINO~

Let's see.

Another question

6 in the back· of my mind -- again with regard to sleeving -7oh,_ yes.

Are you following, or how are you following the

Bexperience of Palisades and San Onofre, the other places
9 where they've already done sleeving?
10you had a general
11

fe~ling

MR. £ISENHUTL

it

wa~

I remember you said

working pretty welle

We have requirements.

After they

· 12put those in, we generally put in a requirement that they go·
13 in and do an in-service inspection on the tubes in so.me
14short peiiod 6f time.

San Onofre I think was six months

15 after they did the operation, and the others _ _; generally
16 the others were smaller•
.

They. were a sample.
.

.

'

.

.

17

MR. DENTON,, Yes,. that's.the real veritication.

18

MR. EISENHUT:

It's a:. sampling.

The approval of

I_.

:·.

19 sleeving incorporated an inspection :program and reporting
20 the results of that;
21

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

·what are you. finding out?

22 For example, Palisades you said was three years •
23

.~R. EISENHUT;

24~~gra~~tiori

or any ieaks

So . far we haven't· really
found ani
.

repor~ed

on ihose

si~eve

tubes.

25 But remember that there a~e o~ly 32 tub~~ sleeved at

e·· .
......
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--

1

P~lisades,

inventory~

so it's a small

-COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:- San Onofre is different.

2
3

MR.-EISENHUT~

4

went to -- we permitted

San Onbfre .is the first time· we

5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

7;000?

6

MR. EISENHUT:

Itis basi~ally all t~e

7,000.

7tubes that really had a problem.

a

Ginna, Point Beach -- Point Beach is.just now

9 doing it right now on a sampling basis.
10atithorized that.
11 20 tubes.

The Board just

The only other plant was Ginna, that did

So there's really no't been enough experience to

12 see anything come back.
I don't take too mrich comfort in the fact·that

13

1~there h~~n·~ been any degradation or leaks6 because there
15 just hasn't been that 'much.
Nov, I should say, the industry is really

16

17 following the sleeving, because that could be an answer· to· a
· 18lot of their prbblemsi they believe.
MR~-

.19

DENTON:

You're

20 resleeve to some exten·t.

l~mit~d

It's .very difficult to get sleeves

21 in ·the outer· row of assemblies.
22are

~ivinq

in:where you can "

.So if they 're the ones that

you problems, it's much more difficult.

23

CHAIRMAN~PALLADINO:

24

MR. DENTON:.

Can you resleeve the U-tiend?

It's only maybe about a yard-long

25 sleeves.
1"·.
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1

MR. EISENHUT;

As Harold said, it's oh, two or three

2 been at the bottom.
3 feetp

All the sleeves proposed now have

It's been down near the support plate, right above

4 the support plate -- above the tube sheet, I'm sorry.
5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I

noticed in your paper

6 that you sent down it seemed that a lot of the problems,
7 many of the problems, can be traced to condensers.

Do we

8 have anything that governs the performance of the
9 condense:cs?
10

MR. EISENHUT:

Not at this time.

We don't have

11 any requirement on condenser performance, nor do we have a
12 requirement such as a tech spec on impurities in the
13 secondary side.

It• s been something we've . been discussing

14 now fcir several years.

One of the products that may come

15 out of the unresolved safety issue A-3, which is in· the
16 fin al stages -17

MR. DENTON;

And we've never quite known how to

18if we knew what the material would be, we'd probably have
19been more active in proposing something.

At one time it was

20felt that U.S. utilities were not as rigorous in keeping
21 secondary water chemistry

up

to par as maybe other

22 countries, because there were perceived differences in
23 performance.

I

think today those differences in performance

24are going away.to some extent.
25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Well, let me ask· on that
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1 then.

I noticed in looking

2

- MR. DENTON:

~own

Go a head with the question.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

3
4Jap~nese

PWR's,

through this --

Westinghou~e

The question is, looking at

designed, built; any similar

5 type systems, no denting._

MR .• EISENHUT:

6

Denting was a .phenomenon that --

7 it's fair to say, you're right, both the Japanese and the
8 Europeans kept a much· tighter control on the condenser.,

9we at one point

eve~

And

proposed a secondary coolant tech spec,

10 and even. issued it for trial use and for comm·en t. 11

But it's very difficult to pin it down.

It turns

12 out the philosophy, the· operating philosophy, is different
13 in those countries.
14

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: ·In what sense?

15

MR.

EISENHUT~

16 tight condenser.

They

Ringh~ls
.

.

.

aim towards keeping a very

The minute they· see any problems that are

17coming in; they may. shut down
18

~o

~he

plant.

happened t6 have been the Rlant that was

.

19 nioni taring .chlo-rides in the secondary system, becau~e •they
20tho~ght that ~as potentiaily a bad actor~

21 nioa'itorLng ·and they kept the plant -- I

.They were

bell.eve they kept

22~11 the chlorides beltiw ib~ething on 0 the order of 100 parts

23 per bl.liion, very small..: ',

e.

24

They're starting.to see denting· finding its way

25 into the steam gen'erators. :

..

·.

. . ..

,·.

.

•.

~

.
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1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

But the Japanese have run

2 many 0£ their plants for a l.ong time -3

. MR. EISENHUTr

That's right.

4

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE.:

5

MR~

EISENHUT~

-- without denting.

The only belief we have is

it'~

6 tied in the secondary chemistry control..
7

MR. DENTON:

With the economic incentives, .you

· Bwoul.d think that if there were a better way to run i t i t
9 would be picked up.
10

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

What I am having difficulty

11 understanding -- a.nd I don •t mea·n -- it doe sn • t
12 automatically seem to be an NRC problem at the moment·, but

•

13here yo'u have the same kind of generators, same kind of tube
14=sup~ort, same kind ~f. tu~es.

And on one side you have these

15 problems,· and the other side the problems -- and· the
16 problems don't turn out to be cheap to fix.
17

MR. DENTOI:

18

COMMISSIONER

19 very expensive~·
. 20

. MR.

21 philosophy.

I

That's right.
~HEARNE:

They turn otit to be ·very,

was just curious •

EISENHUT~

But

ag~in,

it's a piece of the

For example, Mahama in Japan was one of the·

22 .first plants to have severe wastage and they thought the
. 23 pi:obiem was so bad they went. and ordered spare steam

.·.e

24._generators, which they have at the site._ 25

Two other European pl.ants have ordered spare steam

.·, ·.
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1 generators and have them sitting at the site.

They

2 literally have railroad tracks in the plant to roll the old
3 ones out and roll the new ones in.
4

So the emphasis there is

5

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

6

MR. EISENHUT:

Where do the tracks go?

They go to a wall of the building,

?where there's a big hatch in the wall
8

COMMISSIONER

9

MR.

10

EISENHUT~

BRADFORD~

No, I mean the other way.

They stop under the steam

generator.

11

I

think it's got to be tied to the secondary

12 chemistry.
13

MR. DENTON:

And each utility says that they've

14operated fossil plants for a long time, they understand the
15nature of their water and their chemistry, and that they
16know best how to protect their equipment.
17

HR. EISENHUT;

It could be the U.S. just has bad

18water.
19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I see.

But at the moment

20you don't have any conclusions as to control of condenser,
21 control of -22

MR. EISENHUT:

No, but it is one thing that is in

23our drafted-up solutions to where we're coming in on the
24U.S. side.

It's very controversial, though, because it's

25more toward -- as Harold said, it's more of an economic
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1 situation, unless you let it get to· the point -2

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

Well, .at some point when

3 your problems are so frequent, it's more than an economic
4 situation.
5

6We're

MB. ~ISENHUT:
saying~

~hough~

Yes, we certairily agtee with that.

that the economic incentive

~hould

be

7 there much greater than ttie safety incentive, because you.
8 hit i t much sooner ..
9

MR~-

DENTON:

It's one of those areas where we are

10 also faulted for moving into an area -11

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

12

KR. EISENHUT:

Yes, I understand.

-- that's not so :lear, and we've

· 13 stayed out of it.
14

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Another question.

I

15noticed in your ~aper you indi~ated that some plants have
16 gone to, on the ·Westinghouse, the inner rows.

They've

17blocked row one and now they're blocking row.two.
.

.18

MR~

DENTON;

..

.

Pieces of row two around the flow

19 side, where, remember, that. was due' to an hour-glassing
20problem where the iupport-plafe squee~es on· ~he upper row~
21 Many of the ~lants th~t had se~ere hour-gla~sing plugged row
22dne. and the regions of row tw6

-~ight

next to the flow sides,

23 yes.
24-

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~,

And .that's'something tbat

· 25 is of no conc·ern?.
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1

~R~

DENTON:

Plugging those rows of tubes, that's

2 right.

COMMISSIONER .AHEARNE: - Are there prbblems as the
4 steam generators are -put together?

I notice two of your

5 problems-~ one someone had :dropped a· hacksaw in, another

6there was metal

expansio~ ta~e.

-lrn-. EISENHUT:

7

Well, I think it• s a concern..

&think it's sort of the general quality coritrol.

I

And you

9monitor for things like the tape ~hen it was vibrating and
10 wore through two or three tubes.

You monitor for that

11 degradation by your inspection processo

And if in fact you

12 develop a small leak, we have got confidence we'd pick i t
13 up.
14

And even if it's ·not picked up, they have a

· 15 procedure for handling that kind of an event, that kind of
16 an accident.

-COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

17

Now, you have newer

18 problems that have been showing up, and the three that_ I
.

.

19 guess_ I

-

.

.

-

.

.

noticed_ th e:i:e were the pitting at Indian Poirit; the

20nonphosphate wasta~e at St. Luci~, and then thi~ Ri~ghals
2f problem.

We end up having situations where there are

22problems, the _causes

are~·t

identified, but we end up

23 put ting on some -kind - of requirements, ·a change in_. tech - spec
24·for example.
25'

Is the basis of: that primarily increased
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1 surveillance rather than modifications which is our best
2 estimate as. to the· solution?
3

MR. EISENHUTi

4 solve the problem.;.

Yes.

We really aren't .trying to

The only thing that we can do is put on

5 more inspection requirements, more pluggi'ng requirements,
6and say,.unless you c·an.understand the phenomenon, unless.
7you can explain what's going on, you must remove those tubes
8 from service.
9

Now, one other thing· I should point

out~

though,

10on the foreign experience, is the point I made earlier on
!,

11 that table, that there•s a lot of missing information..

A

12 lot of foreign countries when we talk to them,. they don't
13p~bli~ize all of the- ex~erience they have .•

14the table is
15

6l~aily

a coriple of years out of date.

So .it's not clear to me that the foreign countries

16 are that much cleaner.
17have

And it•s also,

h~d l~ss

It is true that historically they

degradation than in the

o.s.

How much we

· 18 don't know.
19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

And your sense of

th~t

is

20 perhaps tighter control over the water' chemistry •.

....

-·e·

PALLADINO~

21

CHAIRMAN

22

(No response.)

23

Well, I appreciate the presentation.· I think. we

24 all d;~

Okay.

Ani other questions?

I think it•s an ite~ we're.going to want td have

-25 periodic briefings on and be k~p~ ~~reast of ~ny new
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1 developments.
2

dkay, we'll stand adjourned.

3

(Whereupon, at

11,so

a.m., the meeting was
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